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1

Introduction

Crossed products of W  -algebras by discrete group actions were introduced by John von
Neumann in [Neu40]. They served as a tool to construct the first examples of factors
of type III, also called purely infinite factors. C  -algebraic versions of crossed products appeared, among others, in the work of Segal, but the first formal definition was
probably given in [Tur58]. By the end of the 1970’s the theory of crossed products of C  algebras by group actions became a fully fledged branch of modern mathematics, see e.g.
[Ped79], [Gre78]. This theory is still being developed and new significant applications
are being found. These applications concern many different fields such as: noncommutative harmonic analysis, [Wil07], noncommutative geometry [NSS08] or the theory of
functional differential equations [AL94], [AL98]. However, in the physical world and
therefore also in mathematical physics and pure mathematics many structures are modeled by irreversible dynamics implemented by objects much more general and complex
than automorphisms. The list of publications that constitute the Habilitation Thesis
form an important contribution to the theory of generalized crossed products of C  algebras. This specifically concerns actions by endomorphisms and completely positive
maps, semigroups actions of C  -correspondences (product systems) and group actions
by Hilbert bimodules (Fell bundles).
Crossed products of C  -algebras by single endomorphisms firstly appeared, in an
informal way, in the seminal paper [Cu77]. In this paper Cuntz introduced the notion of
a simple purely infinite C  -algebra (C  -algebraic analogue of W  -factor of type III) as
well as the celebrated Cuntz algebras On . The original constructions were spatial and
involved injective endomorphisms acting on unital C  -algebras [Cu77], [Pas80], [Cun82],
[Rør95], [Mur96]. Their main aim was to produce new interesting examples of simple C  algebras. In particular, the first complete set of models for Kirchberg algebras (separable,
nuclear, simple purely infinite C  -algebras), satisfying the UCT was obtained as crossed
products by endomorphisms [Rør95], [ER95]. We recall that such algebras are completely
classified by their K-theory [Kir00], [Phi00].
A universal definition of crossed products by ‘an arbitrary’ endomorphism was proposed by Stacey [Sta93]. However, as noticed in [Adj95] Stacey’s formalism requires an
additional assumption that the endomorphism is extendible to the multiplier algebra.
Moreover, if the endomorphism is not injective, Stacey’s crossed product degenerates and
in some cases it might even be the zero algebra. The authors of [LR04] proposed another
definition, which does not have the latter flaw, but in turn has a disadvantage that it is
not a generalization of classical crossed products by automorphisms. In the meantime,
Exel [Exe03] suggested yet another definition of crossed products by endomorphisms,
which requires an additional component – a transfer operator. This definition was then
modified, for instance, in [ER07]. It is known that this multitude of different variants and constructions can be “unified” in the realm of relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras
OpX, J q [Pim97], [MS98]. Nevertheless, different constructions are related with different
C  -correspondences X and different ideals J. Therefore, such a general approach does
not give a complete, clear picture - it does not explain the relationships between various
structures on the level of generators and relations.
An important part of the Habilitation Thesis is an elaboration of canonical construc3

tions and development of a general theory of crossed products of C  -algebras by singly
generated dynamics. This is achieved by: introducing (relative) crossed products by completely positive maps [Kwa17]; elimination of unnecessary assumptions and superfluous
relations appearing in the literature [KL13], [Kwa16], [Kwa17]; obtaining strong structural results concerning the ideal structure, pure infiniteness and K-theory for crossed
products by endomorphisms [Kwa15], [Kwa16]; and detailed analysis of important examples [Kwa14’], [Kwa17]. Furthermore, [Kwa13] introduces formalism that unifies relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras and Doplicher-Roberts algebras. This gives strong tools
to study general structure of C  -algebras given by broadly and abstractly understood
singly generated dynamics.
Another achievement is a contribution to the theory of semigroup crossed products and their generalizations. Semigroup versions of crossed products by endomorphisms were investigated in connection with Toeplitz algebras of semigroups of isometries [ALNR94], [LR96], Bost-Connes Hecke algebras arising from number fields [LR99],
[ALR97], phase transitions [Lac98], short exact sequences and tensor products [Lar00],
or higher rank graphs [Bro12]. Despite of these achievements, up to now this area of research is far from being fully fledged. The habilitant contributed in [KS16] with detailed
analysis and description of structure of the semigroup version of Pimnser’s algebras OX
[Fow02] associated to regular product systems X over Ore semigroups P . This analysis
led to powerful tools such as: uniqueness theorem for OX , simplicity criterion for OX and
an explcite description of dilations of the product system X to a Fell bundle BX over the
enveloping group GpP q. The latter result allows one to view OX as the cross-sectional
r
of OX . This
C  -algebra C  pBX q of the Fell bundle BX and define reduced version OX
shows that under the above assumptions the algebra OX is the proper object of study; in
particular, it models the corresponding smiegroup crossed products by endomorphisms
in a correct way.
The above results are complemented by the analysis of the reduced cross sectional

C -algebra Cr pB q associated to a Fell bundle B over a discrete group G, see [KS17]. The
main results include: description of the ideal structure and the primitive ideal space,
and effective criteria for pure infiniteness of Cr pB q. These tools are directly applicable,
for instance, to (twisted) crossed products by partial actions, whose theory is well developed, cf. [Exel], and indirectly, through the previously established dilation of product
systems also to algebras of type OX . The resulting criteria of pure infiniteness generalize, strengthen and unify the analogous results obtained in the context of the classical
crossed products by the following authors: Laca, Spielberg [LS96]; Jolissaint, Robertson
[JR00]; Rørdam, Sierakowski [RS12]; Giordano, Sierakowski [GS14] and Ortega, Pardo
[OP14]. In particular, they clarify the relationship between paradoxical actions and pure
infiniteness. The results of [KS17] are optimal when applied to graph algebras. They
are also applied to a certain class of semigroup crossed products of Exel type [Lar10],
[KL09].
We start the detailed description of the aforementioned results from single endomorphisms, so that going up along successive levels of abstraction we reach more general
structures. In section 2 we discuss crossed products by endomorphisms. Section 3
presents relative crossed products by completely positive maps. Section 4 is devoted
4

to a general theory that unifies relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras and Doplicher-Roberts
algebras. In section 5 we extend the construction of Doplicher and Roberts so that we
get an effective description the semigroup version of Pimsners algebra OX . We also discuss here the notion of topological freeness for Hilbert bimodules, product systems and
Fell bundles. Section 6 presents the results concerning the structure of ideals and pure
infiniteness criteria for C  -algebras associated with Fell bundles over discrete groups.
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1.1

Notation and basic notions

Ideals in C  -algebras are always assumed to be closed two-sided. If I is an ideal in a
C  -algebra A we write I  A. We denote by I K  ta P A : aI  t0uu the annihilator
of an ideal I in a C  -algebra A (it is the largest ideal in A with the property that
I K X I  t0u). By homomorphisms between C  -algebras we mean involution preserving
5

maps. For actions γ : E
the notation:

 F Ñ G such as multiplications, inner products, etc., we use
γ pE, F q  spantγ pa, bq : a P E, b P F u.

If A acts non-degenerately on a Hilbert space H, that is when A  B pH q and AH  H,
then the algebras of left, right and two-sided multipliers can be defined respectively as
follows: M` pAq : tx P B pH q : xA  Au, Mr pAq : M` pAq i M pAq : M` pAq X
Mr pAq. These algebras can be defined abstractly as algebras of certain operators on A,
or subalgebras of the enveloping von Neumann algebra A , cf. [Ped79]. The algebra
M pAq is a C  -algebra (with unit 1) which could be defined as a completion of A in the
strict topology, i.e. the topology determined by seminorms m ÞÑ }ma}, m ÞÑ }am} for
all a P A.
A (right) C  -correspondence over a C  -algebra A is a right Hilbert A-module X, see
[Lan94], equipped with left action of A on X given by a homomorphism φ : A Ñ LpX q,
where LpX q is a C  -algebra of adjointable operators. We write a  x  φpaqx, a P A,
x P X. Similarly, we can define left C  -correspondences as left Hilbert modules. To
each (right) C  -correspondence X one can attach ‘the inverse’ left C  -correspondence
r (X and X
r are anti-isomorhic as linear spaces). By a Hilbert A-bimodule we mean a
X
space X which is both a right and left C  -correspondence and the right x, yA and left
A x, y A-valued sesquilinear forms satisfy x  xy, z yA  A xx, y y  z, for every x, y, z P X.
In particular, a Hilbert A-bimodule is an equivalence bimodule (in the Morita-Rieffel
sense) between ideals xX, X yA and A xX, X y in A, see, for instance, [RW98]. Hence
Hilbert bimodules may be viewed as partial equivalences.
Representation of a C  -correspondence X is a pair pπ, πX q where π : A Ñ B pH q is a
representation of a C  -algebra A on a Hilbert space H and πX : X Ñ B pH q is a linear
map (which is necessarily contractive) such that
πX pa  xq  π paqπX pxq,

πX px  bq  πX pxqπ pbq,

πX pxq πX py q  π pxx, y yA q,

for all a, b P A, x P X. We say that the C  -algebra C  pπ pAq Y πX pX qq, generated by
π pAq and πX pX q, is the C  -algebra generated by pπ, πX q. The set KpX q of generalized
compact operators on X is by definition the closed linear span of operators Θx,y where
Θx,y pz q  x  xy, z yA for all x, y, z P X. In particular KpX q is an ideal in the C  -algebra
LpX q. Every representation pπ, πX q of a C  -correspondence X induces homomorphism
pπ, πX qp1q : KpX q Ñ BpH q which satisfies

pπ, πX qp1qpΘx,y q  πX pxqπX pyq,
J pX q : φ1 pKpX qq be the ideal in

for all x, y P X. Let
A consisting of those elements that act by generalized compacts. For every representation pπ, πX q of a C  correspondence X the restrictions pπ, πX qp1q  φ|J pX q and π |J pX q give two representations
of the ideal J pX q. For every ideal J in J pX q we say that a representation pπ, πX q of X is
J-covariant if pπ, πX qp1q  φ|J  π |J . The relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OpJ, X q [MS98,
Definicja 2.18] can be defined as a C  -algebra generated by a universal J-covariant representation piA , iX q of X, cf. [FMR03]. Then OpJ pX q, X q is the C  -algebra studied by
Pimsner [Pim97] and OX : OpJX , X q where JX : pker φqK X J pX q, is the (unrelative)
Cuntz-Pimsner algebra popularized by Katsura, see [Kat03, Definition 2.6]. The algebra
6

OpJ, X q is equipped with the action γ of the circle T  tz P C : |z |  1u, where γz paq  a
and γz pxq  zx, for all a P A, x P X.
Product systems can be viewed as semigroup actions of C  -correspondences on C  algebras, where composition of morphisms is replaced by inner tensor product of C  correspondences. For instance, if X is a C  -correspondence over A then the family of
inner tensor product powers tX bn unPN , where X b0 : A is the trivial bimodule, is a semigroup with the semigroup operation given by inner tensor product. In general [Fow02],
if P is a semigroup with the
unit e and tXp upPP is a family of C  -correspondences over

A, then we say that X  pPP Xp is a product system if Xe  A is the trivial bimodule and X is a semigroup such that the semigroup operation determines isomorphisms
Xp bA Xq  Xpq for all p, q P P zteu and it coincides with the right and left action of
Xe  A on Xp ,for p P P . A representation of a product system X in a C  -algeba B is a
semigroup homomorphism ψ : X Ñ B such that

pψ|A, ψ|X q is a representation of Xp,
p

for all p P P.

Fowler [Fow02] defined Pismner C  -algebra OX associated to the product system X as a
C  -algebra generated by the image of a universal representation ι of the product system
X such that pι|A , ι|Xp q is a J pX q-covariant representation of the C  -correspondence Xp
for every p P P .
Fell bundles can be viewed as group actions by partial equivalences - Hilbert bimodules. For instance, if P  G is a group, then product systems over P coincide with
saturated Fell bundles over G - group action by Morita-Rieffel equivalence bimodules.
In general a Fell bundle over a (discrete) group G can be defined as a family B  tBg ugPG
of closed linear subspaces of a C  -algebra B such that Bg  Bg1 and Bg Bh  Bgh for
all g, h P G. An axiomatic (equivalent) definition, see for instance [Exel, Definicja 16.1],
says that B  tBg ugPG is a family of Banach spaces equiped with bilinear multiplication
maps Bg  Bh Ñ Bgh and conjugate-linear involutions Bg Ñ Bg1 for g, h P G, with a list
of properties; in particular, A : Be is a C  -algebra and each Bg is a Hilbert A-bimodule
such that the multiplication maps yield isomorphisms Bg bA Bh  Bg Bh  Bgh , g, h P G.
We say that a Fell bundle B  tBg ugPG is saturated if Bg Bh  Bgh for every g, h P G. A
Fell bundle B  tBn unPZ is semi-saturated when Bn B1 À
Bn 1 for every n ¡ 0.
If B  tBg ugPG is a Fell bundle then the direct sum gPG Bg is naturally equipped
with the -algebra structure. This -algebra admits the largest C  -norm }  }max and the
least C  -norm }  }r which satisfies the inequality

}ae} ¤ }

¸

P

at }r ,

¸

for every

P

t G

t G

À

at

P

à

P

Bt , at

P Bt, t P G,

(1)

t G

Completion of the -algebra gPG Bg in the norm }}max is denoted by C  pB q and called
the full cross-section C  -algebra of B. Completion in the norm }}r is denoted by Cr pB q
and we call it the reduced cross-section
C  -algebra of B. One
can equivalently
define
À
À
°


Cr pB q as a C -completion of
g PG Bg such that the map
tPG Bt Q
tPG at Ñ ae P
Be extends to a faithful conditional expectation E : Cr pB q Ñ Be . We recall that a
conditional expectation from a C  -algebra B onto its subalgebra A is a projection onto
A of norm one. We say that a map E : B Ñ A is faithul if E pb bq  0 implies b  0 for
every b P B.
7

r bn for all
If X is a Hilbert bimodule over A, then putting Xn : X bn and Xn : X
n P N, the family tXn unPZ is naturally equipped with the structure of a Fell bundle. Then
both of the C  -algebras OX and C  ptXn unPZ q are naturally isomorhic to the product
system A X Z defined in [AEE98]. The Fell bundle tXn unPZ is semi-saturated and
every semi-saturated Fell bundle over Z is of this form.
Cuntz [Cu77] defined simple purely infinite C  -algebras as simple C  -algebras whose
every non-zero hereditary subalgebra contains an inifinite projection. The notion of pure
infiniteness for arbitrary C  -algebras was defined by Kirchberg and Rørdam in [KR00].
Let us briefly recall it. For every two elements a, b P A of a C  -algebra A and ε ¡ 0 we
write a ε b when }a  b} ε. For a, b P B , we write a À b and say that a supports b
in Cuntz sense if for every ε ¡ 0 there is x P A such that xbx ε a (that is, we may
compress b to a up to an arbitrarily small epsilon).

Definition 1.1. Let A be a C  -algebra. An element a P A is infinite if there is
b P A zt0u such that a ` b À a ` 0 in the algebra M2 pAq. An element a P A zt0u is
properly infinite if a ` a À a ` 0. We say that the C  -algebra A is purely infinite if every
element a P A zt0u is properly infinite.
Remark 1.2. Proper infiniteness of an element may be viewed as a ‘residual infiniteness’. Indeed, by [KR00, Stwierdzenie 3.14], an element a P A zt0u is properly infinite
in A if and only if the element a I is infinite in A{I for every ideal I in A, with a R I.

2

Crossed products by endomorphisms

In this section we present a general construction of relative crossed products C  pA, α; J q
by an endomorphism α : A Ñ A where ideals J  A play a role of “parameters” that
describe all possible crossed products by α. We discuss here: relationships between these
objects and previously considered constructions (cf. Tables 1, 2); the ideal structure of
C  pA, α; J q (Figure 1, Theorems 2.11, 2.13, 2.14, 2.19); pure infiniteness criteria and
faithfulness criteria for representations of C  pA, α; J q (Theorems 2.19, 2.21); as well as
K-theory of ideals and quotients of C  pA, α; J q (Theorems 2.16, 2.24, 2.25).
The aforementioned results are the culmination of the research described in [KL13],
[Kwa15], [Kwa16]. In [KL13] we studied the case when A is unital and in [Kwa15] the
case when the endomorphism α is extendible, i.e. it extends to a strictly continuous
endomorphism α : M pAq Ñ M pAq of the multiplier algebra M pAq. In [Kwa16] general
endomorphisms are considered, however the second part of [Kwa16] is devoted to the
case when A is a C0 pX q-algebra.

2.1

Basic definitions and facts

Let α : A Ñ A be an endomorphism of a C  -algebra A.

Definition 2.1 (Definition 2.4 in [Kwa16]). A representation of an endomorphism pA, αq
in a Hilbert space H is a pair pπ, U q where π : A Ñ B pH q is non-degenerate representation of A and U P B pH q is an operator such that
U π paqU 

 πpαpaqq,
8

for all a P A.

(2)

We call C  pπ, U q : C  pπ pAq Y U π pAqq the C  -algebra generated by pπ, U q.

Remark 2.2. For every representation pπ, U q we have

C  pπ, U q  spantU n π paqU m : a P αn pAqAαm pAqu

and U P M` pC  pπ, U qq is a left multiplier of the algebra C  pπ, U q. If α is extendible,
then U P M pC  pπ, U qq. If A is unital then U P C  pπ, U q.
The above definition (and multiplicativity of α) automatically implies the following
relationships. This fact was often not noticed in the literature, cf. [KL13, Remark 1.3].
Firstly, U is necessarily a partial isometry. Secondly, we have the following commutation
relation
U π paq  π pαpaqqU
for every a P A.
(3)

Thirdly, the projection U  U belongs to the commutant π pAq1 of the algebra π pAq. Accordingly, the set ta P A : U  U π paq  π paqu is in fact an ideal in the C  -algebra A. This
ideal carries an important information on the representation pπ, U q.

Definition 2.3. Let J be an ideal in A and let pπ, U q be a representation of the endomorphism pA, αq. We say that pπ, U q is J-covariant representation if J  ta P A :
U  U π paq  π paqu. We say that pπ, U q is a covariant representation if it is J-covariant
for J  pker αqK .

Examples 2.4. It is not difficult to see that if α is a monomorphism, then the representation pπ, U q is covariant if and only if U is an isometry. If α is an automorphism,
then the representation pπ, U q is covariant if and only if U is a unitary operator, and
then U  π paqU  π pα1 paqq for a P A.

We define the crossed product associated to pA, αq and J  A as a C  -algebra generated by a universal J-covariant representation. Criteria for existence of universal
representations, or universal C  -algebras defined in terms of generators and relations,
are well known, cf. the discussion in [Kwa17, Subsection 2.2].
The analysis in [KL13], [Kwa15], [Kwa16] is focused mainly on the case when J 
pker αqK. The reason for this is that only in this case the algebra A embeds into the
crossed product. Moreover, one can easily reduce the general situation to this case by
passing to a quotient endomorphism, cf. Remarks 2.6, 2.7 below. Here we formulate the
definition of pC  pA, α; J q without any restrictions on the ideal J.
Definition 2.5 (cf. Definition 2.7 in [Kwa16]). The relative crossed product of an
endomorphism pA, αq relative to an ideal J  A is a triple pC  pA, α; J q, ιA , uq where
C  pA, α; J q is a C  -algebra, ιA : A Ñ C  pA, α; J q is a non-degenerate homomorphism
and u P M` pC  pA, α; J qq is a left multiplier of the algebra C  pA, α; J q such that
i) ιA pαpaqq  uιA paqu for every a P A and J

ii)
iii)

 ta P A : uuιApaq  ιApaqu;
C  pA, α; J q is generated by ιA pAq Y uιA pAq;
for every J-covariant representation pπ, U q of pA, αq there is a representation π U
of the C  -algebra C  pA, α; J q such that pπ U qpιA paqq  π paq, for all a P A, and
pπ U qpuq  U.
9

Conditions (i), (ii), (iii) determine C  pA, α; J q up to a natural isomorphism. The relative
crossed product is usually identified with this C  -algebra. In the case when J  pker αqK
we write C  pA, αq : C  pA, α; pker αqK q and we call it the (unrelative) crossed product
of A by α.
Remark 2.6. The algebra C  pA, α; J q was constructed in [KL13] in an explicit way:
by elaborating a special ”matrix calculus” [KL13, 2.1] and establishing concrete formulas of norms of elements in spectral subspaces [KL13, 2.2]. As shown in [Kwa13] this
construction is very general: it was extended so that it covers both the relative CuntzPimnser algebras and Doplicher-Roberts algebras. We will discuss it in more detail in
subsection 4.2. It follows from these constructions that the universal homomorphism
ιA : A Ñ C  pA, α; J q is injective if and only if J  pker αqK , see also [Kwa16, Lemma
2.5, Proposition 2.6].
Remark 2.7. As noticed in [KL13, Corollary 4.14] and shown in general in [Kwa16,
Appendix], see also [Kwa17, Subsection 3.4], we have natural isomorphisms
C  pA, α; J q  OpJ, Eα q,

C  pA, αq  OEα ,

(4)

where Eα is a C  -correspondence defined by the formulas:
Eα : αpAqA,

xx, yyA : xy,

a  x  b : αpaqxb,

x, y

P αpAqA,

a, b P A.

For this C  -correspondence we have J pEα q  A. For a general C  -correspondence X
over A, it is known [Kat04] that A embeds into the relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
OpJ, X q if and only if J  JX  J pX q X ker φK . In [KL13, 5.1], by determining the
kernel of the homomorphism ιA , it is described how to reduce the C  -correspondence X
to a quotient C  -correspondence X {XJ8 such that
OpJ, X q  OpqJ8 pJ q, X {XJ8 q

and

qJ8 pJ q  JX {XJ8 .

This method, called reduction of relations, was generalized in [Kwa13, Theorem 6.23] to
the case of C  -algebras associated to ideals in right tensor C  -precategories, cf. Remark
4.18 below. It allows one to reduce the considerations to the case when initial algebra
A embeds into the universal object. When X  Eα we have J8  ta P A : αn paq P
J for every n P N and limnÑ8 αn paq  0u. Hence, by passing if necessary to the quotient
endomorphism of A{J8 , we may always assume that J  ker αK .
In [KL13] and [Kwa17], a number of relationships between various crossed products
by endomorphisms was established. Some special cases of (unrelative) crossed products
considered in the unital case are summarized in Table 1, cf. [KL13, Subsection 3.4].
In [ABL11] (see case 4 in Table 1) the authors studied a crossed product by an endomorphism that admits the so called complete transfer operator. As noted by the habilitant,
an endomorphism admits such an operator if and only if it is partially reversible in the
following sense.
Definition 2.8 (Definition 2.1 in [Kwa16]). We say that an endomorphism pA, αq is
partially reversible if the kernel ker α is complemented in A (i.e. A  ker α ` pker αqK )
and the range αpAq is hereditary subalgebra of A (i.e. αpAqAαpAq  αpAq).
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N.
1.
2.
3.
4.

α:AÑA
automorphism
ker α  t0u,
αpAq hereditary in A
ker α  t0u
ker α  A complemented,
αpAq hereditary in A

C  pA, αq
classical crossed product
[Tur58]
Cuntz [Cu77],
Paschke [Pas80]
Cuntz [Cun82], Murphy [Mur96]
Antonevich, Bakhtin, Lebedev
[ABL11]

relations
U AU   A
U U   U U  1
U AU   A, U  AU  A
U U  1

U AU  A, U  U  1
U AU   A, U  AU  A
U  U P A1

Table 1: Special cases of crossed products (A is unital)

Remark 2.9. By [Kwa16, Proposition A.11] an endomorphism is partially reversible if
and only if the C  -correspondence Eα is a Hilbert bimodule.
Stacey proposed in [Sta93] a universal definition of crossed product for an ‘arbitrary’
endomorphism α on an arbitrary C  -algebra A. However, he tacitly assumed that α
extends to an endomorphism of M pAq which led to the introduction of the concept of
extendible endomorphisms [Adj95]. From that moment the assumption of extendability
has become an inherent part of any discussion concerning crossed products by endomorphisms. Nevertheless, as shown by the habilitant, the assumption of extendability is not
only not necessary, but it is in fact an obstruction in the development of the theory. For
instance it prevents a harmonious description of ideals in crossed products (restriction
of an extendible endomorphism to an invariant ideal need not be extendible).
Another shortcoming of Stacey’s definition is the fact that the algebra A embeds in his
crossed product if and only if α is injective. In particular, if α is pointwise quasinilpotent,
i.e. when limnÑ8 αn paq  0 for every a P A, Stacey’s crossed product degenerates to
t0u. This remark has become a motivation for another popular definition proposed by
Lindiarni and Raeburn [LR04]. The latter, however, is not a generalization of classical
crossed products - it leads to algebras of Toeplitz type. Both constructions are covered
by our algebras C  pA, α; J q as presented in Table 2, see [Kwa17, Proposition 3.26].
N.
1.
2.

J
J
J

A
A
 t0u

C  pA, α; J q
Stacey’s crossed
product [Sta93]
partial-isometric
crossed products [LR04]

relations
U AU   A
U U  1
U AU   A,

pU U q2  U U P A1

Table 2: Cases of relative crossed products (α is extendible)

Considering relative crossed products one allows to comprise different constructions. But
it is also necessary in the analysis of ideal structure of unrelative crossed products, cf.
[Kwa15, Remark 3.2].
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2.2

Structure of crossed products by endomorphisms

Let α be an endomorphism of a C  -algebra A and let J  pker αqK . Then A embeds into
C  pA, α; J q and we may treat it as a subalgbera of C  pA, α; J q. The crossed product
is naturally equipped with the circle action which is identity on A and maps u to λu,
for λ P T : tz P C : |z |  1u; this makes isomorphisms (4) equivariant. C  -subalgebra
B  C  pA, α; J q consisting of fixes points for this action contains A and the universal
partial isometry u generates on B an endomorphism β : B Ñ B such that the system
pB, β q is partially reversible and
C  pA, α; J q  C  pB, β q.
In [Kwa15, 3.1] and [Kwa16, 2.6] an explicit construction of the system pB, β q in terms
of the triple pA, α, J q is presented. It uses operations of taking quotients, passing to
hereditary subalgebras, direct sums and direct limits. The system pB, β q is called the
(universal) reversible J-extension of the endomorphism α.
In [Kwa15, 3.1] this construction was studied under the assumption that α is extendible. Then the endomorphism β is also extendible (admits a complete transfer
operator) and the system pB, β q is a universal object in the category of C  -algebras with
morphisms that are extendible homomorphisms, see [Kwa15, Theorem 3.1]. By a direct
analysis of pB, β q a number of relationships between various ideals are established, cf.
Theorem 2.13 below. These relationships are summarized on Figure 1: all mentioned
sets form lattices; the arrow A ùñ B means that there is an order retraction1 from the
lattice A onto the lattice B (which in general is not an isomorphism), and A ðñ B
means that A and B are order isomorphic.




ideals in
C  pA, α, J q

y

 %

T-invariant ideals
in C  pA, α, J q
ks

+3



y



ideals in C pA, α, J q
ks
3+
generated by their
intersection with A 




%


y

J-invariant ideals
in pA, αq



invariant ideals
in pB, β q
]e

ks



%

J-pairs of ideals
for pA, αq



Figure 1: Relationships between the lattices of ideals
Definition 2.10 (Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 in [Kwa15]). Let I, I 1 , J be ideals in A. We
say that I is J-invariant in pA, αq if αpI q  I and J X α1 pI q  I. We say that pI, I 1 q is
a J-pair in pA, αq if αpI q  I, J  I 1 and I 1 X α1 pI q  I. When J  pker αqK we drop
the prefix ‘J-’.
1

an order preserving surjection r : A Ñ B which has an order preserving right inverse
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It follows from diagram on Figure 1 that one of the key issues is to establish conditions
implying that all the ideals in C  pA, α; J q are T-invariant. Such conditions at the level
of the partially reversible system pB, β q can be derived from [Kwa14], because Eβ is
a Hilbert bimodule, see Theorems 5.4 and 3.15 below. This type of analysis led to
characterization of simplicity of C  pA, αq in the case A  C0 pX q is commutative, in
terms of the dual topological dynamical system pX, ϕq, [Kwa15, Theorem 4.4]. In general
we have the following simplicity criterion2 . We say that α is minimal if there are no
non-trivial invariant ideals in pA, αq; we say that α is outer if there is no v P M pAq such
that αpaq  vav  , a P A.

Theorem 2.11 (Theorem 4.2 in [Kwa15]). If C  pA, α, J q is simple then J  pker αqK ,
α is minimal and either α is pointwise quasinilpotent or α is a monomorphism and no
power αn , n ¡ 0, is inner.
Conversely, if α is minimal, then each of the following conditions implies that C  pA, αq
is simple:
i) α is pointwise quasinilpotent,
ii) α is injective, A is unital, and every power αn , n ¡ 0, is outer,
iii) α is injective with hereditary range, A is separable, and every power αn , n ¡ 0, is
outer.
Remark 2.12. In light of the recent result [KM, Theorem 9.14], the assumption of
separability in item (iii) is superfluous.
Restriction of an extendible endomorphism to an invariant ideal need not be extendible. This is one of the main reasons why in [Kwa16] we studied arbitrary, not necessarily extendible endomorphisms. This made it possible to describe not only the quotients of crossed products but also the ideals themselves. Here we identify A with the C  subalgebra ιA pAq  C  pA, α; J q, which is allowed by our assumption that J  pker αqK .
Theorem 2.13 (Theorem 2.19 in [Kwa16]). We have a bijective correspondence between
J-pairs of ideals pI, I 1 q in pA, αq and T-invariant ideals I in C  pA, α; J q where I  A X I,
I 1  ta P A : p1  u uqa P I u. For objects satisfying these relations we have
C  pA, α; J q{I

 C pA{I, αI ; qI pI 1qq

and if I 1  I J (equivalently I is generated by A), then I is Morita-Rieffel equivalent
to the crossed product C  pI, α|I ; I X J q.

When ker α is a complemented ideal in A and J  pker αqK , then for every J-pair of
ideals in pA, αq we have I 1  I J. Hence the above theorem simplifies to the following:
Theorem 2.14 (Corollary 2.21 in [Kwa16]). If ker α is a complemented ideal in A, then
relations I  A X I, I is generated by I give bijective correspondence between invariant
ideals I in pA, αq and T-invariant ideals I in C  pA, αq, under which C  pA, αq{I 
C  pA{I, αI q and I is Morita-Rieffel equivalent to C  pI, α|I q.
2

in [Kwa15] it is formulated under the assumption that α is extendible, but it remains true in general
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Remark 2.15. Let α and J  pker αqK be arbitrary. There is a canonical construction
of an endomorphism αJ : AJ Ñ AJ which extends α (A  AJ ) and such that ker αJ
is complemented in AJ and C  pA, α; J q  C  pAJ , αJ q, see [Kwa16, 2.4]. Accordingly,
by passing from pA, αq to pAJ , αJ q we may reduce the situation of Theorem 2.13 to the
situation of Corollary 2.14, see [Kwa16, Proposition 2.25].
The analysis in [Kwa15] is self-contained. It is completely independent of the theory
of C  -correspondences and Cuntz-Pimsner algebras. In contrast, in [Kwa16] the general
analysis of the structure of C  pA, α; J q is based on isomorphisms (4) and general facts
from the theory of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras [Kat04], [Kat07], also developed by the habilitant in [Kwa13], [Kwa16, Appendix]. One of the results is the following generalization
of the celebrated Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence.
Theorem 2.16 (Proposition 2.26 in [Kwa16]). For any endomorphism α and any ideal
J in pker αqK we have the following exact sequence:
K0 pO J q

/
p qK0 pα|J q K0 pAq

K0 ι

K1 pC  pA, α; J qq o

pq

K1 ι

K1 pAq o

pq

K0 ι

/ K0

p qK1 pα|J q

K1 ι

pC pA, α; J qq ,


K1 pJ q

where ι denotes inclusion.
In view of Corollary 2.14 and Remark 2.15, the above theorem leads to the description of exact sequences for all T-invariant ideals and the corresponding quotinets, see
[Kwa16, Theorem 2.27]. This is an important result because information concerning
these sequences has a fundamental meaning in classification of non-simple C  -algebras.
In this context, it is also important that we have the following results established in
[Kwa16, Proposition 2.10] for an arbitrary endomorphisms α:

ðñ C pA, α; J q is exact.
A is nuclear ùñ C  pA, α; J q is nuclear.

(i) A is exact
(ii)

(iii) If A is separable and nuclear and both A and J satisfy the UCT then C  pA, α; J q
satisfies the UCT.
If pA, αq is partially reversible, general pure infiniteness criteria for C  pA, αq are established in [Kwa16, Proposition 2.46] and natural conditions ensuring that all ideals in
C  pA, αq are T-invariant are given in [Kwa16, Proposition 2.35]. These pure infiniteness criteria were generalized in [KS17] and they will be discussed in subsection 6 (cf.
Theorem 6.6 below).
To obtain more accurate and concrete results in the second part of [Kwa16] endomorphisms of C0 pX q-algebras were studied.
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2.3

Crossed products of endomorphisms of C0 pX q-algebras

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let A be a C0 pX q-algebra. That is A
is a C  -algebra equipped with a non-degenerate homomorphism from C0 pX q into the
center Z pM pAqq of the multiplier algebra M pAq of A (A has the structure of a C0 pX qmodule). Equivalently, the algebra A is the C -algebra of sections of a certain upper
semicontinuous bundle of C  -algebras A 
Apxq. In [Kwa16, Definition 3.1] we

P

introduced a notion of morphism of C0 pX q-algebras which by [Kwa16, Proposition 3.5]
can be defined equivalently as follows.
x X

Definition 2.17 ([Kwa16]). Let A be a C0 pX q-algebra and B a C0 pY q-algebra. We say
that a homorphism α : B Ñ A is induced by a morphism if there exits a homomorphism
Φ : C0 pY q Ñ C0 pX q such that αpf  bq  Φpf q  αpbq, f P C0 pY q, b P B.
Remark 2.18. The above definition plays a fundamental role in [McC] where the author
studies universal objects in the category of C0 pX q-algebras with morphisms of C0 pX qalgebras understood in this way.
Homomorphism Φ : C0 pY q Ñ C0 pX q is given by a proper and continuous map
ϕ : ∆ Ñ Y defined on an
open set ∆  X.
We may treat A and B as algebras of


sections of bundles A 
Apxq and B 
B py q. The relation αpf  bq  Φpf q  αpbq

P

P

x X

y Y

implies existence of homomorphisms αx : B pϕpxqq Ñ Apxq, x P ∆ such that
αpbqpxq 

#

αx pbpϕpxqq, x P ∆,
0
x R ∆,

b P B, x P X.

(5)

We interpret the pair pϕ, tαx uxP∆ q as a morphism from B to A, cf. [Kwa16, Proposition
3.2]. If A is a C0 pX q-algebra and α : A Ñ A is induced by a morphism, we call an
endomorphism pA, αq a C0 pX q-dynamical system, [Kwa16, Definition 3.2].
Let pA, αq be a C0 pX q-dynamical system induced by pϕ, tαx uxP∆ q and let J pker αqK .
It is shown in [Kwa16, Theorem 4.9] that reversible J-extension pB, β q is in a natural
r q-dynamical system induced by a morphism pϕ,
r rq is a
way a C0 pX
r tβxr uxrP∆
r q where pX, ϕ
topological universal reversible Y -extension of the topological system pX, ϕq (Y  X is
given by J). This description and general theorems for partially reversible systems led
to the following results.
We say that a C  -algebra A has the ideal property, if every ideal in A is generated
(as an ideal) by the projections it contains. A commutative C  -algebra C0 pX q has the
ideal property if and only if the space X is totally disconnected.
Theorem 2.19 (Theorem 4.12 in [Kwa16]). Let ϕ be a free map (i.e. ϕ have no periodic
points). All ideals in C  pA, α; J q are T-invariant and they are in bijective correspondence
with J-pairs of ideals in pA, αq. Moreover,
(i) If A has the ideal property and is purely infinite then the same holds for C  pA, α; J q.

(ii) If there are only finitely many J-pairs of ideals in pA, αq and A is purely infinite,
then C  pA, α; J q is purely infinite.
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In order to simplify the presentation, from now on we will assume that PrimpAq is a
Hausdorff space and that X  PrimpAq, cf. [Kwa16, Example 3.8].

Definition 2.20. We say that a periodic orbit O  tx, ϕpxq, ..., ϕn1 pxqu of a periodic
point x  ϕn pxq has an entry y P ∆ if y R O and ϕpy q P O. We say that ϕ is topologically
free outside Y  X if the set of periodic points whose orbits do not have entries and
do not intersect Y has empty interior [Kwa15, Definitions 4.7, 4.8], [Kwa16, Definition
2.37].
A particular case of [Kwa16, Theorem 4.11] (cf. [Kwa15, Proposition 4.8]) gives:
Theorem 2.21 (Uniqueness theorem). Let us assume that ϕ is topologically free outside
Y  PrimpA{J q. A representation pπ, U q of an endomorphism pA, αq integrates to a
faithful representation π U : C  pA, α; J q Ñ C  pπ, U q if and only if π is faithful and
J  ta P A : U  U π paq  π paqu.
Remark 2.22. Let us note that if J  t0u, then Y  PrimpA{J q  PrimpAq  X and
any map ϕ is topologically free outside X. In particular, in the case when J  t0u and
A  C, Theorem 2.21 gives classical Coburn’s theorem (on uniqueness of the C  -algebra
generated by a non-invertible isometry).
The assumption that X  PrimpAq implies that ideals in A, and therefore also Jinvariant ideals and J-pairs of ideals, can be described by open (equivalently closed)
sets in X. In [Kwa15, Definition 4.9], see also [Kwa16, Definition 5.6], the notions of
Y -invariant sets and Y -pairs of closed subsets of X were introduced. This led to the
following results:
• Description of the ideal structure of C  pA, α; J q in terms of Y -pairs of sets for the
topological dynamical system pX, ϕq, [Kwa16, Proposition 5.6];
• Pure infiniteness criterion for C  pA, α; J q, [Kwa16, Proposition 5.8];
• Characterisation of simplicity of C  pA, αq, [Kwa16, Proposition 5.9];
• Necessary and sufficient conditions for C  pA, αq to be a Kirchberg algebra (under
the assumption that A is a Kirchberg algebra), [Kwa16, Corollary 5.10].
If the bundle A





P

Apxq is trivial, A is necessarily of the form A

 C0pX, Dq where

D is a simple C  -algebra. In this case, under additional assumptions that X is a totally
disconnected space, the group G  K0 pDq has no torsion and K1 pDq  0, explicit
formulas for K-theory of all ideals and quotients of C  pA, α; J q were given in [Kwa16,
Subsection 5.3]. More specifically, let us retain the above assumptions and consider the
following groups:
x X

Definition 2.23 (Definition 5.12 in [Kwa16]). Let δα be a group homomorphism δα :
C0 pX, Gq Ñ C0 pX, Gq given by the formula
δα pf qpxq 

#

f pxq  K0 pαx qpf pϕpxqqq, x P ∆
0
x R ∆.
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Let δαY : C0 pX zY, Gq Ñ C0 pX, Gq be the restriction of δα . We put
K1 pX, ϕ, tαx uxP∆ ; Y q : kerpδαY q.

K0 pX, ϕ, tαx uxP∆ ; Y q : cokerpδαY q,

Theorem 2.24 (Proposition 5.13 in [Kwa16]). Suppose that A  C0 pX, Dq where X is
totally disconnected and D is a simple C  -algebra such that K0 pDq has no torsion and
K1 pDq  0. Then we have natural isomorphisms:
Ki pC  pA, α; J qq  Ki pX, ϕ, tαx uxP∆ ; Y q,

i  1, 2.

(6)

Using the above theorem and description of the ideal structure by Y -pairs of sets, one
can achieve formulas for K-theory of all ideals and quotients of C  pA, α; J q, see [Kwa16,
Theorem 5.14]. In the case when ker α is a complemented ideal (equivalently ϕp∆q is an
open set in X) this result simplifies to the following one:
Theorem 2.25 (Corollary 5.15 in [Kwa16]). Let us retain the assumptions of Theorem
2.24 and additionally assume that ϕ is free and ϕp∆q is open in X. For every ideal
I in C  pA, αq we have isomorphisms Ki pC  pA, αq{I q  Ki pV, ϕ|∆XV , tαx uxP∆XV q and
Ki pI q  Ki pX zV, ϕ|∆zϕ1 pV q , tαx uxP∆zϕ1 pV q q where C0 pX zV, Dq  C0 pX, DqXI, i  1, 2.
Remark 2.26. The above results give a complete set of tools for the construction and
classification of a large class of purely infinite non-simple C  -algebras. Ideal structure
is completely controlled by the topological dynamical system pX, ϕq, while the field of
endomorphism tαx uxP∆ can be used to influence the K-groups, cf. [Kwa16, Examples
5.17, 5.18]. Let us recall that that there is a general machinery, developed by Kirchberg
[Kir00], that classifies (separable and nuclear) purely infinite C  -algebras. However,
invariants used by Kirchberg - the ideal related KK-theory, are complicated and there
is still a lot of effort put into classification of certain classes of such algebras by means
of some less complex invariants, cf. for instance [MN12], [Bon02], [Rør97]. Fundamental
information, which is necessary and often also sufficient for classification of purely infinite
C  -algebras is K-theory of all of their ideals and quotients.

3

Crossed products by completely positive maps

In statistical mechanics and noncommutative harmonic analysis evolution of a system
is often implemented by completely positive maps which are not multiplicative (for
instance by transfer operators or interactions). Exel’s crossed product [Exe03] is an
important construction whose essential ingredient, apart from an endomorphism, is a
transfer operator. This crossed product provides a direct link between Cuntz-Krieger
algebras and Markov chains.
In this section, which is based on the results of [Kwa17], [Kwa14’], we present a new
construction of crossed products C  pA, %; J q by an arbitrary completely positive map
% : A Ñ A. This construction (Definition 3.2, Theorem 3.3) unifies crossed products by
endomorphisms (Theorem 3.5) and Exel’s crossed products, for which it also gives a new
description of their internal structure (Theorem 3.9). In particular, Exel-Royer crossed
products are completely independent on the choice of an endomorphism (Theorem 3.11).
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The construction of C  pA, %; J q allows uniform analysis and give new insight into the
structure of objects such as: C  -algebras associated to topological relations and Markov
operators (paragraph 3.1.1), graph algebras (Theorem 3.12) and crossed products by
interactions (subsection 3.3). For corner interactions we obtain strong tools to study the
ideal structure and K-theory of their crossed products (Theorem 3.15). When applied to
a newly introduced canonical interaction associated to a graph this leads to description
of ideal structure and K-theory computation for graph algebras (paragraph 3.3.1).

3.1

Basic definitions and facts

In this section % : A Ñ A denotes a completely positive map on a C  -algebra A. The
definition of crossed products by % was inspired by Exel’s construction [Exe03]. We emphasize that when % is an endomorphism, the following definition agrees with Definition
2.1 by putting U  S  .
Definition 3.1 (Definition 3.1 in [Kwa17]). A representation of the completely positive
map pA, %q is a pair pπ, S q where π : A Ñ B pH q is a non-degenerate representation and
S P B pH q is such that
S  π paqS

 πp%paqq

for all a P A.

(7)

We denote by C  pπ, S q the C  -algebra generated by π pAq Y π pAqS. Toeplitz algebra for
pA, %q is the C -algebra T pA, %q : C piApAq, tq generated by a universal representation
piA, tq of pA, %q.
A redundancy of a representation pπ, S q of pA, %q is a pair pπ paq, k q where a P A,
k P π pAqSπ pAqS  π pAq and π paqπ pbqS  kπ pbqS for every b P A, [Kwa17, Definition
3.3]. We note, see [Kwa17, Proposition 2.2], that the set
N% : ta P A : %ppabq abqq  0 for every b P Au

(8)

is the largest ideal in A contained in the kernel of the map % : A Ñ A.
Definition 3.2 (Definition 3.5 in [Kwa17]). For any ideal J in A we define the relative crossed product C  pA, %; J q as the quotient of Toeplitz algebra T pA, %q by an ideal
generated by the set

tiApaq  k : a P J and piApaq, kq is a redundancy for piA, tqu.
We denote by pjA , sq the representation of pA, %q that generates C  pA, %; J q. In the
case when J  N%K we write C  pA, %q : C  pA, %; N%K q and we call this algebra (the
unrelative) crossed product of A by %.

There is a natural C  -correspondence X% associated to %. It is called GNS-correspondence [Pas73, section 5] or KSGNS-correspondence [Lan94] (for Kasparov, Stinespring,
Gelfand, Naimark, Segal). We let X% to be a Hausdorff completion of the algebraic tensor
product A d A with respect to the seminorm associated to the A-valued sesquilinear form
given by xa d b, c d dy% : b %pa cqd, a, b, c, d P A. We denote by a b b the image of the
simple tensor a d b in X% . Then the left and right actions of A on X% are determined
by: a  pb b cq  pabq b c and pb b cq  a  b b pcaq where a, b, c P A. The fundamental
structural fact is:
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Theorem 3.3 (Theorem 3.13 in [Kwa17]). Let X% be a GNS-correspondence associated
to % and let J be an ideal in A. We have natural isomorphisms
C  pA, %; J q  C  pA, %; J

X J pX%qq  OpJ X J pX%q, X%q,
C  pA, %q  OX .
In particular, the homomorphism jA : A Ñ C  pA, %; J q is injective if and only if J X
J pX% q  N%K .
%

Remark 3.4. The above theorem follows from [Kwa17, Proposition 3.10]. The latter
result implies that for every representation pπ, S q of pA, %q the operator S P Mr pC  pπ, S qq
is a right multiplier of C  pπ, S q and when % is a strict map, i.e. when t%pµλ quλPΛ converges
in strict topology in M pAq for an approximate unit tµλ uλPΛ in A, then S P M pC  pπ, S qq
(an endomorphism is a strict map if and only if it is extendible).
Using Theorem 3.3 it is shown in [Kwa17, Proposition 3.17] that the crossed product
C  pA, %; J q is a universal object for appropriately defined J-covariant representations
[Kwa17, Definition 3.16]. A version of uniqueness theorem is established in [Kwa17,
Proposition 3.18]. However, it seems that in general it is not possible to phrase relations
that define C  pA, %; J q without the use of the ideal J pX% q, that is without referring to
the theory of C  -correspondences.
In the case when %  α is an endomorphism, the C  -correspondences Eα and X% are
isomorphic [Kwa17, Lemma 3.25] and therefore J pX% q  J pEα q  A. In particular, we
have:
Theorem 3.5 (Proposition 3.26 in [Kwa17]). Definitions 2.5 and 3.2 are consistent: If
%  α is an endomorphism of A, then for every ideal J in A, the assignments ιA paq ÞÑ
jA paq, a P A, u ÞÑ s give an isomorphism C  pA, α; J q  C  pA, %; J q.
3.1.1

Algebras associated with topological relations and Markov operators

Assume now that A  C0 pΩq is commutative (Ω is a locally compact Hausdorff space).
This case is discussed in [Kwa17, Subsection 3.5]. Then the map % : C0 pΩq Ñ C0 pΩq can
be identified with a structure Q  pE 0 , E 1 , r, s, λq resembling topological graph with a
system of measures λ, that is a topological quiver [MT05], cf. [Kwa17, Definicja 3.29].
Here E 0 : Ω and E 1 : R is the closure of the following subset R  Ω  Ω:


def
px, yq P R ðñ
@aPC pΩq %paqpxq  0 ùñ apyq  0 .
The maps r, s : E 1 Ñ E 0 are projections onto the first and second coordinate, respectively. It is shown that in general the map spx, y q  x, x, y P Ω, is open on R but not
0

on R, [Kwa17, Lemma 3.30].
If R  R, then Q is a topological quiver and C  pA, %q  C  pQq where C  pQq is a
C  -algebra studied in [MT05]. Moreover, µ  pR, λq is a topological relation in the sense
of [Bre04] and C  pA, %; Aq  C  pµq where C  pµq is a C  -algebra considered in [Bre04],
see [Kwa17, Propositions 3.33, 3.34].
If the map s is not open on R (R  R), then the algebra C  pA, %q is not modeled
by topological quivers of [MT05] and analysis of this algebra requires a generalization
of the theory in [MT05]. In particular, a mistake in the paper [IMV12] is detected and
explained, cf. [Kwa17, Example 3.35 and Proposition 3.36] (it seems that the authors of
[IMV12] tacitly assume that R  R).
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3.2

Exel’s crossed products

In [Exe03] Exel proposed a new definition of a crossed product by an endomorphism, with
an additional new ingredient - a transfer operator. Exel considered unital algebras. His
formalism was extend onto the case where all maps extends onto the multiplier algebra
in [BRV10], [Lar10]. Nevertheless, this construction can be formulated in general as
follows, cf. [Kwa17, Subsection 2.4].
Definition 3.6. Let α : A Ñ A be an endomorphism of a C  -algebra A and let L : A Ñ
A be a positive linear map such that
Lpaαpbqq  Lpaqb,

for all a, b P A.

(9)

Then L is called a transfer operator for α and the triple pA, α, Lq is an Exel system.

Definition 3.7. A representation of an Exel system pA, α, Lq is a pair pπ, S q consisting
of a non-degenerate representation π : A Ñ B pH q and an operator S P B pH q such that
Sπ paq  π pαpaqqS and S  π paqS

 πpLpaqq for all a P A.
(10)
A redundancy of a representation pπ, S q of pA, α, Lq is a pair pπ paq, k q where a P A and
k P π pAqSS  π pAq are such that π paqπ pbqS  kπ pbqS, for all b P A. The Toeplitz algebra
T pA, α, Lq of pA, α, Lq is the C  -algebra generated by iA pAq Y iA pAqt for a universal
representation piA , tq of pA, α, Lq. Exel’s crossed product A α,L N of pA, α, Lq is the
quotient C  -algebra of T pA, α, Lq by the ideal generated by the set
tiApaq  k : a P AαpAqA and piApaq, kq is a redundancy of piA, tqu.
(11)
Remark 3.8. Let pA, α, Lq be an Exel system. In [Kwa17] we noted the following three

simple but important facts:

1) The map L is completely positive [Kwa17, Lemat 4.1].
2) The operator L always extends to a strictly continuous map L : M pAq Ñ M pAq
[Kwa17, Proposition 4.2]. Thus the assumption of extendability of L, as well as
its verification, in [BRV10], [Lar10] and articles citing theses papers (16 according
to MathSciNet) is superfluous.
3) The relation Sπ paq  π pαpaqqS in (10) is automatic – it follows from other axioms
[Kwa17, Proposition 4.3]. Thus this relation, as well as its verification, in papers
[Exe03], [BRV10], [Lar10] and articles citing theses papers (61 according to MathSciNet) is superfluous. In particular, the Toeplitz algebra T pA, α, Lq of the system
pA, α, Lq is in fact Toeplitz algebra T pA, Lq of the map L.

The above remarks suggests that Exel’s crossed product A α,L N is not a crossed
product by the endomorphism α, but by the completely positive map L. The choice of
the ideal AαpAqA in (11), proposed in the pioneering paper [Exe03], was motivated by
the fact that in a number of examples it leads to an appropriate construction. In these
examples the ideal AαpAqA is completely determined by L. Formally this is explained
in the following theorem, see [Kwa17, Theorem 4.7, Proposition 4.9]:
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Theorem 3.9. For any Exel system pA, α, Lq we have A α,L N  C  pA, L; AαpAqAq.
If the operator L is faithful and α is extendible, then A α,L N  C  pA, Lq.
As noticed in [BR06], if L is not faithful, then the algebra A may not embed into
A α,L N. These considerations [BR06] led in [ER07] to a modified version the crossed
product A α,L N. More specifically, we may associate to pA, α, Lq a C  -correspondence
ML that arises as a Hausdorff completion of A with respect to the seminorm determined
by the A-valued sesqui-linear form xm, nyL : Lpm nq, m, n P A. Then the operations
m  a : mαpaq and a  m : am, n, m, a P A, factor through to operations on ML .
Definition 3.10 ([ER07]). Exel-Royer crossed product OpA, α, Lq is the quotient of
T pA, α, Lq by the ideal generated by the set

tiApaq  k : a P JM i piApaq, kq is a redundancy of piA, tqu,
L

where JML is (Katsura’s ideal) associated to the C  -correspondence ML .
The C  -correspondence ML is isomorphic to the GNS-correspondence XL [Kwa17,
Lemma 4.4] and the kernel of left action in these correspondences coincides with NL .
This leads to the following result.
Theorem 3.11 (Theorem 4.7 in [Kwa17]). For an arbitrary Exel system pA, α, Lq ExelRoyer crossed product is the crossed product by L (it does not depend on α):
C  pA, Lq  OpA, α, Lq  OML

 OX

L

.

Moreover, A α,L N  OpXL , J X J pXL qq  OpML , J X J pML qq, where J : AαpAqA.
In particular, A embeds into A α,L N if and only if AαpAqA X J pML q  NLK .
Usually Exel systems pA, α, Lq are considered with an additional assumption that
the map E  α  L is a conditional expectation from A onto αpAq. We call such systems
and the corresponding transfer operators L regular, cf. [Kwa17, Definition 4.1]. In
[Kwa17, Subsection 4.2] the structure of such operators is studied. It is proved that for a
fixed endomorphism α all regular Exel systems pA, α, Lq are parametrized by conditional
expectations from A onto αpAq. On the other hand, for a fixed operator L Exel systems
are parametrized by subalgebras of the multiplicative domain of L:
M DpLq : ta P A : Lpabq  LpaqLpbq i Lpbaq  LpbqLpaq dla każdego b P Au

(12)

[Kwa17, Propositions 4.15, 4.16]. For a regular Exel system pA, α, Lq such that pA, αq is
partially reversible L and α determine each other uniquely and we have
A α,L N  C  pA, Lq  C  pA, αq,
see [Kwa17, Theorem 4.22].
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3.2.1

Graph algebras as crossed products by Perron Frobenius operators

The main motivation in [Exe03] was to realize Cuntz-Krieger algebras as crossed products
associated to systems pA, α, Lq coming from topological Markov chains. This result was
generalized by Brownlowe, Raebrun and Vittadello in [BRV10] to the case of graph
algebras C  pE q where the graph E  pE 0 , E 1 , r, sq is locally finite (the sets r1 pv q and
s1 pv q are finite for every vertex v P E 0 ) and has no sinks, that is spE 1 q  E 0 . In [Kwa17,
Section 5] general (discrete, countable) graphs E  pE 0 , E 1 , r, sq were considered.
Let us recall that the graph C  -algebra C  pE q is generated by a universal family of
partial isometries tse : e P E 1 u and pairwise
orthogonal projections tpv : v P E 1 u such
°
that se se  pspeq , se se ¤ prpeq and pv  rpeqv se se whenever the sum is finite (that
is when v is a finite receiver ). Projections sµ sµ corresponding to paths µ in the graph
E generate a commutative subalgebra DE of C  pE q. When E has no infinite emitters,
then the formula
¸
ΦE paq 
se ase

P

: C pE q
e E1

defines a completely positive map ΦE
Ñ C pE q, which restricts to an endomorphism of DE , cf. [Kwa17, Proposition 5.3]. On the spectrum of DE , identified
with a space of paths in E, ΦE is given by a shift. Therefore ΦE is usually called a
noncommutative Markov shift.
1
For an°arbitrary
the formula
a graph E one can find numbers λe ¡ 0, e P E , such that
Lλ paq : e,f PE 1 λe λf se asf defines a completely positive map Lλ : C  pE q Ñ C  pE q.
It restricts to the map Lλ : DE Ñ DE given by the formula
Lλ paq :

¸

P

λe se ase .

e E1

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weights λ : tλe uePE 1 to define the operator
Lλ are given in [Kwa17, Proposition 5.4]. We call the maps Lλ noncommutative PerronFrobenius operators. When E is locally finite and without sinks, then one can put
λe : |s1 pspeqq|1 , e P E 1 . Then pDE , ΦE , Lλ q is a regular Exel system considered in
[BRV10]. Identifying DE with the algebra of functions on the space of infinite paths the
operator Lλ becomes the classical Perron-Frobenious operator for the Markov shift.
The following theorem says that every graph algebra is the crossed product by a
Perron-Frobenious operator. It is not the crossed product by the endomorphism - the
Markov shift. Moreover, in general there is no endomorphism, for which the PerronFrobenious operator is a transfer operator.
Theorem 3.12 (Theorem 5.6 in [Kwa17]). Let E  pE 0 , E 1 , s, rq be an arbitrary directed graph and let Lλ be any of the corresponding (noncommutative) Perron-Frobenius
operators. Then
C  pE q  C  pDE , Lλ q.

i) If E has no infinite emitters, then pDE , ΦE , Lλ q is an Exel system and C  pDE , Lλ q 
DE ΦE ,Lλ N.

ii) If E has infinite emitters but does not have infinite receivers, then there is no
endomorphisms α such that pDE , α, Lλ q is an Exel system.
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3.3

Crossed products by interactions

In [Exe07] Exel defined a notion of interaction on a C  -algebra A. It is a pair pV, Hq of
positive maps V, H : A Ñ A such that
VHV

 V,

HVH  H,

V pAq  M DpHq,

HpAq  M DpV q,

where M DpHq and M DpV q multiplicative domains of H and V respectively, cf. (12).
Then V and H are automatically completely positive maps and HpAq and V pAq are subalgebras of A, see [Exe07]. Exel associated with pV, Hq a generalized C  -correspondence
X and a generalized Cuntz-Pimsner algebra C  pA, Xq. As shown in [Kwa17] for any
regular Exel system pA, α, Lq the pair pα, Lq is an example of an interaction. The only
examples of interactions considered [Exe07] were of this type. The aim of the article
[Kwa14’], that we will discuss here, was twofold. Fristly, to give a detailed analysis of
a canonical example of an interaction pV, Hq where non of the maps is multiplicative.
Secondly, to study graph algebras as crossed products by interactions.
Let A be a unital C  -algebra and let pV, Hq be an interaction on A (existence of unit
in A is not essential for a number of the following results). We will additionally assume
that the subalgebras HpAq and V pAq are hereditary in A. Such interactions are called
in [Kwa14’] corner interactions. For every regular Exel system pA, α, Lq where pA, αq is
partially reversible the pair pα, Lq is an example of a corner interaction.
Definition 3.13 ([Kwa14’]). A covariant representation of the corner interaction pV, Hq
is a pair pπ, S q where π : A Ñ B pH q is a non-degenerate representation and S P B pH q
(which is necessarily a partial isometry) are such that
Sπ paqS 

 πpV paqq

and

S  π paqS

 πpHpaqq

for every a P A.

The crossed product of the interaction pV, Hq is a C  -algebra C  pA, V, Hq generated by
iA pAq and s where piA , sq is a universal covariant representation of pV, Hq.
It is shown in [Kwa14’, Subsection 2.2] that the GNS-correspondences XV and XH
are (mutually inverse) Hilbert bimodules and that the (generalized) correspondence X
is in fact isomorphic to XH . This leads to the following isomorphisms of C  -algebras:
C  pA, V, Hq  C  pA, Hq  C  pA, V q  C  pA, Xq  A

XH

ZA

XV

Z.

The maps H : V pAq Ñ HpAq and V : HpAq Ñ V pAq are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
Identifying the spectra of the hereditary subalgebras V pAq and HpAq of A with open
{
p of A we get a partial homeomorphism H
p:H
subsets of the spectrum A
pAq Ñ Vz
pAq of
p
p
A, where Hprπ sq  rπ  Hs. The following definition is consistent with Definition 2.20.
Definition 3.14 ([Kwa14]). We say that a partial homeomorphism ϕ of a topological
space M , i.e. a homeomorphism whose domain ∆ and range ϕp∆q are open subsets of
M , is topologically free if for any n ¡ 0 the set of fixed points for ϕn (on its natural
domain) has empty interior. A set V is ϕ-invariant if ϕpV X ∆q  V X ϕp∆q. If there
are no nontrivial closed invariant sets, then ϕ is called minimal, and ϕ is said to be
(residually) free, if it is topologically free on every closed invariant set (in the Hausdorff
space case this amounts to requiring that ϕ has no periodic points).
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Using the results of [Kwa14], see Theorem 5.4 below, and general K-theoretical
considerations in [Kat04] one can get the following:
Theorem 3.15 (Theorems 2.20, 2.24 in [Kwa14’]). Let pV, Hq be a corner interaction.
p is topologically free, then every covariant representation pπ pAq, S q of
i) If the map H
pV, Hq, with π injective, generates a C -algebra naturally isomorphic to C pA, V, Hq.
p is minimal, equivalently if there are no nontrivial ideals I in A
If in addition, H
such that HpI q  Hp1qIHp1q, then C  pA, V, Hq is simple.
p is free, then J ÞÑ J{
ii) If the map H
X A is an isomorphism from the lattice of ideals

p
p
in C pA, V, Hq onto the lattice of open H-invariant
subsets of A.

iv) The following sequence is exact:
K0 pVO pAqq

p qK0 pHq

K0 ι

K1 pC  pA, V, Hqq o
3.3.1

K0 pAq
/

p q

K1 pAq o

K0 iA


/
p q K0 pC pA, V, Hqq .

K0 iA

p qK0 pHq

K0 ι

(13)



K1 pV pAqq

Graph algebras as crossed products by corner interactions

Let E  pE 0 , E 1 , r, sq be a finite graph, that is let E 0 and E 1 be finite sets. Let
tse : e P E 1u and tpv : v P E 1u be the generators of the C -algebra C pE q, cf. paragraph
3.2.1. In [Kwa14’] a different (older) convention concerning graph was used - the roles of
maps r and s are exchanged from the point of view of the conventions used in [Kwa17].
For consistency of presentation we will stick here to the (later) convention of [Kwa17].
Finiteness of E 0 implies that the algebra C  pE q is unital. Let us consider the operator
s :

¸
e

P

E1

1

a

|s1pspeqq|

se .

Then s is a partial isometry which defines via formulas V paq  sas , Hpaq  s as a
corner interaction on C  pE q. We note that H is a noncommutative Perron-Frobenius
operator Lλ where λe : |s1 pspeqq|1 , e P E 1 . The pair pV, Hq does not restrict to an
interaction on DE because V does not preserve DE . In essence, see [Kwa14’, Remark
3.10], the smallest C  -algebra containing DE and invariant with respect to V is the fixedpoint algebra FE for the gauge circle action. The pair pV, Hq is a corner interaction on
FE and
C  pE q  C  pFE , V, Hq,

[Kwa14’, Proposition 3.2]. Depending on E properties of s and the pair pV, Hq were
described in [Kwa14’, Propositions 3.5, 3.7, Corollary 3.6]. In general non of the maps
V, H is multiplicative. The partial homeomorphism dual to the system pFE , V, Hq is
xE is a quotient of the path space, and
described in [Kwa14’, Theorem 3.9]: the space F
p  H
p 1 is a factor of a Markov shift. Using this description it is relatively easy to
V
deduce, see [Kwa14’, Theorem 3.19] that:
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p is topologically free
i) H
(L) [KPRR97]),
p is free
ii) H

ðñ every cycle in E has an entry (E satisfied condition

ðñ the graph E satisfies condition (K) [KPRR97].

This theorem in particular says that item (i) in Theorem 3.15 when applied to the
interaction coming for the graph E is equivalent to Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorem.
Isomorphism H : V pAq Ñ HpAq induces isomorphism K0 pHq between subgroups
K0 pV pFE qq, K0 pHpFE qq of K0 pFE q, which is described in [Kwa14’, Proposition 3.22].
Since FE is approximately finite, we have K1 pFE q  K1 pV pFE qq  0 and therefore the
exact sequence (13) gives
K1 pC  pE qq  kerpK0 pιq  K0 pHqq,

K0 pC  pE qq  K0 pFE q{impK0 pιq  K0 pHqq.

On this basis, the K-theory of graph algebras, originally calculated in [RS04], was calculated in [Kwa14’, Corollary 3.22] in a new way which emphasizes the role of Markov
shifts.

4

Unification of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras and Doplicher-Roberts algebras

It was noticed in [DPZ98], [FMR03] that a C  -correspondence X (with injective left
action) gives rise not only to Pimsner’s algebra OX but also to a Doplicher-Roberts
algebra DRpX q. The algebra DRpX q is a particular example of a general construction
DRpT q considered in [DR89] in the context of abstract C  -categories T with tensoring
(such a structure arises naturally in the duality theory of noncommutative groups and
in quantum field theory). Pictorially speaking, the algebras OX , DRpX q and DRpT q
are build respectively from the spaces of generalized compact operators, adjointable
operators and abstract morphisms:
KpX bm , X bn q,

LpX bm , X bn q,

T pn, mq,

n, m P N.

These spaces are “glued together” with the help of “tensoring by identity operators”. The
objective of [Kwa13] is a systematic analysis of relationship between these constructions.
On the basis of a newly introduced C  -algebras OT pK, J q a general theory which unifies
both relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras and constructions of Doplicher-Roberts type is
developed. The results of [Kwa13], which we discuss in this section, not only provide
a general framework for the aforementioned construction, but also they shed new light
on the structure of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras themselves and include significantly broader
class of C  -algebras (cf. Remark 4.9).
In this section we present a universal definition of the C  -algebra OT pK, J q (Definition 4.6) and its relationship with relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras OpX, J q (Example
4.8). We present an explicit construction of OT pK, J q on the basis of an elaborated
“matrix calculus” (Theorem 4.11). We clarify the relationship between OT pK, J q and
Doplicher-Roberts algebras (Remark 4.10, Theorem 4.12). We describe the structure
of T-invariant ideals in OT pK, J q (Theorems 4.16, 4.19). These results generalize and
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strengthen known results for relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras (cf. Remark 4.17). In subsection 4.4, we discuss criteria for embeddings of relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras into
relative Doplicher-Roberts algebras and criteria for faithfulness of their representations.

4.1

Basic definitions and facts

A C  -category, cf. [GLR85], is a small category T  tT pσ, ρquσ,ρPObpT q where the sets of
morphisms T pσ, ρq are complex Banach spaces such that }ab} ¤ }a}}b}, for a P T pτ, σ q,
b P T pσ, ρq, equipped with an anti-linear involutive contravariant functor  : T Ñ T
such that a P T pτ, σ q implies that a P T pσ, τ q and }a a}  }a}2 . Then T pσ, σ q is
a (unital) C  -algebra and we require that for every a P T pτ, σ q the element a a is
positive in T pσ, σ q. In [Kwa13] a more general notion is considered. It is called a C  precategory and its definition differs from the definition of a C  -category only with that
we do not require existence of identity morphisms. Thus C  -categories are categorial
generalizations of unital C  -algebras and C  -precategories are are generalizations of
arbitrary (not necessarily unital) C  -algebras. In particular, we may treat C  -algebras
as C  -precategories with exactly one object. The notion of a C  -precategory is inevitable
when considering ideals in C  -categories.
Definition 4.1 (Definition 2.4 in [Kwa13]). An ideal in a C  -precategory T is a family
K  tKpσ, ρquσ,ρPObpT q where Kpσ, ρq is a closed linear subspace of T pσ, ρq and
T pτ, σ qKpσ, ρq  Kpτ, ρq,

Kpτ, σ qT pσ, ρq

 Kpτ, ρq,

σ, ρ, τ

P ObpT q.

Then K is automatically a C  -precategory.
If K is an ideal in T then Kpσ, σ q is an ideal in T pσ, σ q for every σ P ObpT q. Ideals
Kpσ, σ q determine K uniquely by [Kwa13, Theorem 2.6]. For every ideal K there is an
annihilator, which by definition is the ideal KK such that KK pσ, σ q  Kpσ, σ qK for every σ P ObpT q [Kwa13, Proposition 2.7]. There is also a quotient C  -precategory T {K
where T {Kpσ, ρq : T pσ, ρq{Kpσ, ρq for every σ, ρ P ObpT q [Kwa13, Proposition 2.10].
By a homomorphism between C  -precategories we mean a covariant “functor” which preserves the involution and the linear structure of spaces of morphisms [Kwa13, Definition
2.8]. Representation of a C  -precategory T in a C  -algebra B is a family tπσ,ρ uσ,ρPObpT q
of linear operators πσ,ρ : T pσ, ρq Ñ B such that πσ,ρ paq  πρ,σ pa q and πσ,τ pabq 
πσ,ρ paqπρ,τ pbq, a P T pσ, ρq, b P T pρ, τ q [Kwa13, Definition 2.11].
The main object of study in [Kwa13] is a C  -precategory with right tensoring over
the semigroup N  t0, 1, 2, ...u.
Definition 4.2 (Definition 3.1 in [Kwa13]). A right tensor C  -precategory is a C  precategory T  tT pn, mqun,mPN equipped with an endomorphism b1 : T Ñ T that
maps n to n 1:

b1 : T pn, mq Ñ T pn 1, m 1q, n, m P N.
Instead of b1paq we write a b 1, a P T pn, mq. By iteration of b1 we get a semigroup
tb1k ukPN endomorphisms b1k : T Ñ T where b1k : T pn, mq Ñ T pn k, m kq. By
definition b10 : id.
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Definition 4.3 (Definition 3.6 in [Kwa13]). Let K be an ideal in a right tensor C  precategory T . We say that a representation tπn,m un,mPN of K is a right tensor representation if it satisfies
πn,m paqπm

pbq  πn k,l ppa b 1k q bq
(14)
k, lq, k, l, m, n P N. We emphasize that the right hand
k,l

for all a P Kpn, mq and b P Kpm
side of (14) makes sense because K is an ideal in T (we do not assume that the right
tensoring preserves K).

Examples 4.4 (Right tensor C  -precategory TX of a C  -correspondence X.). A C  correspondence X gives rise to a C  -precategory TX where
TX pn, mq :

#

KpX bm , X bn q,
LpX bm , X bn q,

if n  0 or m  0,
if n, m ¥ 1.

Here X bn : X bA    bA X is the n-th tensor power of X and X b0 : A. There is a
natural right tensoring defined on TX . For n ¡ 0, m ¡ 0 we put
LpX bm , X bn q Q a ÞÝÑ a b 1 : a b 1X

P LpX bpm

q , X bpn 1q q,

1

where 1X is the identity in LpX q. If n  0 ot m  0, we define right tensoring using the
r bk , k P N, see [Kwa13, Example 3.2].
identifications KpA, X bk q  X bk , KpX bk , Aq  X
Then
KX : tKpX bm , X bn qum,nPN

is an ideal in TX . Every ideal in KX is of the form KX pJ q : tKpX bm , X bn J qun,mPN
where J is an ideal in A, [Kwa13, Proposition 2.17]. Relations π0,0  π, π1,0  t give a
bijective correspondence between representations pπ, tq of the C  -correspondence X and
right tensor representations tπn,m um,nPN of the ideal KX [Kwa13, Proposition 3.13].

Examples 4.5 (Right tensor C  -precategory of an endomorphism α). Let α : A Ñ A
be an endomorphism. The family Tα  tαn pAqAαm pAqun,mPN with operations inherited
from A is a C  -precategory that we equip with a right tensoring αn pAqAαm pAq Q a ÝÑ
a b 1  αpaq P αn 1 pAqAαm 1 pAq. Then Tα is a right tensor C  -precategory which
is isomorphic with the right tensor C  -precategory TEα  KEα associated to the C  correspondence Eα . In particular, TEα  KEα and every ideal in Tα is of the from
J  tαn pAqJαm pAqun,mPN for an ideal J in A.

Example 4.4 and theory of relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras motivates the following
definitions, see [Kwa13, Subsection 3.2]. The preimage and kernel of the functor b1 are
defined in a natural manner, see [Kwa13, Section 2].
Definition 4.6 ([Kwa13]). Let K be an ideal in a right tensor C  -precategory T . Let
J be an ideal in J pKq : pb1q1 pKq X K. We say that a right tensor representation
tπn,mun,mPN of K J -covariant (or coisometric on J ) if
πn,m paq  πn

pa b 1q, for all a P J pn, mq, n, m P N.
We denote by OT pK, J q : C  ptιn,m pKpn, mqqun,mPN q the C  -algebra generated by a
universal J -covariant right tensor representation ι  tιn,m un,mPN of K. We call OT pK, J q
1,m 1

the C  -algebra associated to K relative to J .
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Remark 4.7. The algebra OT pK, J q is equipped with the circle action γ : T Ñ
AutpOT pK, J qq determined by γz pιn,m paqq  z nm ιn,m paq, a P Kpn, mq, z P T. An
example preceding [Kwa13, Theorem 5.3] shows that every circle action an C  -algebra
can be realized in this way. More specifically, for any Fell bundle tBn unPZ we have a
natural C  -precategory T and a T-equivariant isomorphism OT pT , T q  C  pB q.

Examples 4.8. Let X be a C  -correspondence. Then J pKX q : pb1q1 pKX q X KX
KX pJ pX qq  tKpX bm , X bn J pX qqun,mPN and for every J  J pX q we have



OpJ, X q  OTX pKX , J q,
where J  KX pJ q  tKpX bm , X bn J qun,mPN . This motivates the following definition
[Kwa13, Definition 8.7]: for every ideal J in A, we define the relative Doplicher-Roberts
algebra of X relative to J as the C  -algebra
DRpJ, X q : OTX pTX , TX pJ qq,
where TX pJ q : tLJ pX bm , X bn qun,mPN X TX 3 . In this notation, algebras considered in
[FMR03], [DPZ98] are of the form DRpA, X q.

Remark 4.9. Isomorphism OpJ, X q  OTX pKX , J q is equivariant with respect to gauge
circle actions. It is well known that the gauge action on relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebras
is semisaturated (Fell bundles of spectral subspaces is semisaturated). In light of Remark
4.7 we see that the discussed formalism unifies Cuntz-Pimsner algebras and C  -algebras
associated to arbitrary Fell bundles over Z.
Remark 4.10. The Doplicher-Roberts algebra DRpT q of a right
tensor C  -category T
À
pk q
is defined to be the completion of the algebraic direct sum
kPZ DR pT q of spaces
given by direct limits
DRpkq pT q : Ý
lim
ÝÑT pr, r kq,

with operations inherited from T , in the unique C  -norm for which the automorphic
action defined by the grading is isometric [DR89, p. 179]. It follows from the construction
that we will present below that DRpT q  OT pT , T q.

4.2

Construction of OT pK, J q

Let us fix a C  -precategory T , an ideal K in T and an ideal J in J pKq. Spectral
pkq
subspaces of the gauge action on OT pK, J q forms a Fell bundle tOT pK, J qukPZ and
À

pkq

O pK, J q. In [Kwa13, Subsection 4.2] an explicit construction of
OT pK, J q 
ÀkPZ Tpkq
pkq
the -algebra kPZ OT pK, J q and norm formulas in spectral subspaces OT pK, J q are
given.
More specifically, let MT be the set of all infinite matrices tan,m un,mPN where an,m P
T pn, mq. We denote by MT pKq the subset of MT consisting of matrices tan,m un,mPN
such that
an,m P Kpn, mq,
n, m P N,
LI pX, Y q denotes the space of elements a P LpX, Y q satisfying the equivalent conditions apX q  Y I
and a pY q  XI
3
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and there is at most finite number of elements an,m which are non-zero. We define the
addition, multiplication by scalars, and involution on MT pKq in a quite natural manner:
for a  tan,m un,mPN and b  tbn,m un,mPN we put

pa

bqn,m : an,m

bn,m ,

(15)

pλaqn,m : λan,m
paqn,m : am,n.
A convolution multiplication ”” on MT pKq is more involved. We set
8̧

aba



8̧

Λk pbq



k 0

(16)
(17)

Λk paq  b

(18)

k 1

where ”” stands for the standard multiplication of matrices and mapping Λ : MT pKq Ñ
MT is defined to act as follows


Λ p aq 

0

0

 0 a
0,0

 0 a
1,0

 0 a
2,0


..
.

b1
b1
b1

..
.

0


   
    ,
 

0

a0,1 b 1 a0,2 b 1
a1,1 b 1 a1,2 b 1
a2,1 b 1 a2,2 b 1
..
..
...
.
.

(19)

that is Λpaqn,m  an1,m1 b 1, for n, m ¡ 1, and Λpaqn,m  0 otherwise.
Let qJ : K Ñ K{J be the quotient homomorphism. Combining [Kwa13, Proposition
4.10 and Theorem 4.12] we get:
Theorem 4.11 ([Kwa13]). The set MT pKq with operations (15), (16), (17), (18) becomes an algebra with involution. The formula

}a}J 

¸

$
&

lim max

Ñ8
k PZ
r

max

%s0,...,r1

}qJ

s
 ¸



ai

(

k,i

b 1si }

,

i 0,
i k 0

¥

r
 ¸

ai
i0,
i k ¥0

p

k,i

,
.

-

b 1riq

defines a submultiplicative seminorm on MT pKq such that for the enveloping C  -algebra
of the quotient  -algebra MT pKq{}  }J we have
OT pK, J q  MT pKq{}  }J .

In order to get a description of OT pK, J q in the spirit of Doplicher-Roberts algebra,
we consider the following subspaces of MT pKq. For every r P N, k P Z, r k ¥ 0, we
put
Mpr

k, rq : ttan,m um,nPN

P MT pKq : an,m  0 ùñ n  m  k,
Hence an element a P MT pKq is in Mpr k, rq iff it is of the form
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m ¤ r u.









0

a0,k

ar,r

k



 , if k

0


 ak,0





¥ 0, or

0

ar,r

0




 , if k


¤ 0.

k

Combining [Kwa13, Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 5.1] we get:
Theorem 4.12 ([Kwa13]). For every r
$
&

}a}Jr k,r : max %smax
}qJ
0,...,r1
defines a seminorm on Mpr

P N, k P Z, r

s
 ¸



ai

k,i

k

b 1si }

i 0,
i k 0

¥

¥ 0, the formula

r
(  ¸

,
ai
i0,
i k ¥0

p

k,i

,
.

-

b 1riq

k, rq such that the family of quotinet spaces
KJ : tMpn, mq{}  }Jn,m un,mPN

with operations inhereited from MT pKq forms a right tensor C  -precategory with a right
tensoring bJ 1 induced by the inclusions Mpm, nq  Mpm 1, n 1q, m, n P N. Moreover,
OT pK, J q  DRpKJ q.

Remark 4.13. The above construction of OT pK, J q has a number of important consequences. For instance, it gives an explicit formulas for norms of elements in the spectral
pk q
subspaces OT pK, J q [Kwa13, Theorem 4.10] and for the kernel of the universal representation ι  tιn,m un,mPN of K in OT pK, J q. In particular, ι is injective if and only if
J  pker b1qK [Kwa13, Corollary 4.15].

4.3

Ideal structure of OT pK, J q

We will discuss briefly the results of sections 6 and 7 in [Kwa13].
Definition 4.14 (Definitions 6.1, 6.6 in [Kwa13]). We say that an ideal N in a right
tensor C  -precategory T is invariant if N b 1  N . Then the quotient C  -precategory
T {N is in a natural manner a quotinet right tensor C  -precategory. More generally, if
K is an ideal in T we say that an ideal N is K-invariant if

pN pn, mq b 1qKpm

1, lq  N pn

1, lq,

n, m, l P N.

If J is an ideal in T , we say that N is J -saturated if J X b11 pN q  N . In general,
we denote by SJ pN q the smallest J -saturated ideal containing N and we call it J saturation of the ideal N .
Examples 4.15. If Tα  tαn pAqAαm pAqun,mPN is the right tensor C  -precategory associated to an endomorphism α : A Ñ A and J  tαn pAqJαm pAqun,mPN is an ideal in Tα ,
cf. Example 4.5, then J -saturated and invariant ideals in Tα correspond to J-invariant
ideals in pA, αq, cf. Definition 2.10.
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Theorem 4.16 (Structural theorem [Kwa13]). Let K, J and N be ideals in a right
tensor C  -precategory T such that J  J pKq and N  K is K-invariant. The formula
OpN q  spantιn,m paq : a P N pn, mq, n, m P Nu  OT pK, J q
defines a T-invariant ideal in OT pK, J q and we have natural isomorphisms
OpN q  OT pN , J

X N q,

r
r
OT pK, J q{OpN q  OT {N
pK{N , J {N q,

(20)

r is an arbitrary ideal in T such that N  N
r X K. Moreover, SJ pN q 
where N
r can be reι1 pOpN qq and hence in the right-hand sides of (20) the ideals N and N
r q, respectively.
placed by their J -saturations SJ pN q and SJ pN

Remark 4.17. Applying Theorem 4.16 to the objects from Example 4.4 one obtains
the following result [Kwa13, Theorem 6.20]: Let X be a C  -correspondence over A. Let
I  A be an X-invariant ideal, i.e. IX  XI, and let J be an ideal in J pX q. Let OpI q
be the ideal in OpJ, X q generated by the image of I. We have natural isomorphisms
OpI q  OX pI, J
where

X I q,

OpJ, X q{OpI q  OpJ {I, X {XI q.

OX pI, J q : OTX pKX pI q, KX pJ qq

is a generalization of relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra [Kwa13, Definition 6.17]. Furthermore, the algebras OX pI, J q and OpJ X I, XI q are Morita-Rieffel equivalent. In
general, if IX  XI, these algebras are not isomorphic. Accordingly, when applied to
C  -correspondences Theorem 4.16 gives a generalization of the analogous results from
[FMR03], [Kat07], as well as a more detailed description of gauge invariant ideals.
Remark 4.18. Applying Theorem 4.16 to the zero ideal N  t0u we get that the kernel
RJ : ker ι of the universal representation ι : K Ñ OT pK, J q is invariant J -saturation
of the zero ideal and by passing to the quotient C  -precategory T {RJ we may always
assume that the universal representation ι is injective (equivalently that J  pker b1qK ),
[Kwa13, Theorem 6.11].
Let IdealJ pKq denote the lattice of K-invariant and J -saturated ideals in K and
let IdealT pOT pK, J qq be the lattice of T-invariant ideals in OT pK, J q. By the above
theorem we have a natural embedding
IdealJ pKq ãÑ IdealT pOT pK, J qq.
In general (as already example of crossed products by endomorphisms shows) this
embedding is not surjective. In order to get a complete description of the lattice
IdealT pOT pK, J qq one may employ the description of OT pK, J q as the Doplicher-Roberts
algebra DRpKJ q for the C  -precategory KJ , see Theorem 4.12. Using the identification
OT pK, J q  DRpKJ q a number of necessary and sufficient conditions for a representation π of the ideal K to generate a C  -algebra isomorphic to OT pK, J q are given in
[Kwa13, Theorem 7.1]. This leads to an isomorphism
IdealKJ pKJ q  IdealT pOT pK, J qq
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[Kwa13, Theorem 7.6]. Applying the above isomorphism to relative Cuntz-Pimsner
algebras OpJ, X q, see [Kwa13, Theorem 7.6], one obtains new insight into description of
T-invariant ideals in OpJ, X q by means of pairs of ideals in A, obtained previously by
Katsura [Kat07]. In general, we also have the following result:
Theorem 4.19 (Theorem 7.8 in [Kwa13]). If K
IdealT pOT pK, J qq.

4.4



J

ker b1, then IdealJ pKq



Embeddings of Cuntz-Pimsner algebras into Doplicher-Roberts algebras

The relationship between the Pimsner algebra OX and the Doplicher-Roberts algebra
DRpX q associated to a C  -correspondence X (under the assumption that the left action
of A on X is injective) was studied in [DPZ98], [FMR03]. It was noticed that we have
 , cf. [DPZ98, Proposition 3.9], and that under
natural embeddings OX  DRpX q  OX
certain circumstances injective representations of the C  -correspondence X integrate to
a faithul representation of DRpX q, cf. [FMR03, Theorem 6.6].
[Kwa13, Section 8] provides necessary and sufficient conditions under which algebras
of the form OT pK 1 , J1 q embed in a natural way in algebras of the form OT pK 2 , J2 q.
For instance, for any C  -correspondence X the relative Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OpJ X
J pX q, X q embeds into the relative Doplicher-Roberts algebra DRpJ, X q if and only if
RJ  RJ XJ pX q , which holds automatically if the left action on X is injective, [Kwa13,
Corollary 8.8]. Conditions implying that a representation of X extends a faithul representation of DRpJ, X q are given in [Kwa13, Theorem 9.4]. It is a far reaching generalization
of [FMR03, Theorem 6.6].

5

Cuntz-Pimsner algebras for product systems associated to product systems over Ore semigroups

Let P be a semigroup with identity e P P . We assume it is left cancellative (that
is rp  rq implies p  q for p, q, r P P ). Fowler [Fow02] following closely the path
marked by Pimsner [Pim97]
defined the C  -algebra OX for any product systems of C  
correspondences X  pPP Xp . One of the drawbacks of this definition is that, as in the
case of original Pimsner algebras, it can happen that OX  t0u even though the system
X is non-trivial. Another drawback is that Fowler’s definition does not take into account
additional relations that occur in the Fock representation of X. To remedy those issues,
Sims and Yeend [SY10] proposed a definition of another C  -algebra N OX which they
call Cuntz-Nica-Pimsner algebra. It is defined only in the case when P is a positive cone
in a quasi-lattice ordered group pG, P q [Nic92]. In essence, all research concerning C  algebras associated to product systems so far concerned exclusively the algebra N OX .
However, as shown in [CLSV11] this algebra does not always have desired properties.
Moreover, the assumption that P is a positive cone excludes, for instance, the case when
P is a group. Therefore, the theory of algebras N OX does not embrace the theory of
group actions. The problem of a general definition of an analogue of Cuntz-Pimsner
algebra for product systems seems to be very difficult.
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In this section we discuss results of the paper [KS16]. An important result is showing
that under certain natural assumptions Fowler’s algebra OX is an appropriate object to
study, which models a number of interesting examples and the structure of which can
be explored by construction of Doplicher-Roberts type and Fell bundles (Theorem 5.1,
subsection 5.3). As it is known [AS93], [AL94] (cf. Theorems 2.21, 3.15) topological
freeness is a fundamental dynamical property which allows one to prove uniqueness
theorems and study simplicity and ideal structure of the associated algebras. Therefore
it is of fundamental importance to find an analogue of this property for product systems.
For crossed products by single Hilbert bimodules the relevant theory was elaborated in
[Kwa14] (Theorem 5.4). A further generalization of this work to product systems was
done in [KS16] and is presented in Definition 5.8. It allows to prove a general uniqueness
theorem (Theorem 5.10) and simplicity criterion (Theorem 5.11). These results give nontrivial applications to Fell bundles, twisted (semi)group crossed products, topological
P -graphs, semigroup versions of Exel’s crossed product and to the new Cuntz algebra
QN associated to an affine semigroup (subsection 5.3).

5.1

Construction of OX in the spirit of Doplicher and Roberts

In [KS16] we work under the assumption that P is a semigroup of Ore type, that is
sP X tP  H for every s, t P P . This assumption is equivalent to the requirement that
P with the natural quasi-order:
p¤q

def
ðñ

pr

q

for some r

PP

is a directed set. Then there is a semigroup homomorphism ι : P Ñ GpP q into the
enveloping group GpP q of P such that GpP q  ιpP qιpP q1 . This homomorphism is
injective if and only if P is (right) cancellative, [KS16, Proposition 2.2]. Amongst examples of semigroups of Ore type are all left cancellative abelian semigroups and all groups.
The assumption of left cancellativity allows us to write p1 q : r, when pr  q (this
equality determines
r uniquely).

Let X  pPP Xp be a product system over P . We assume that X is regular, which
means that for every p P P the left action of A  Xe on the C  -correspondence Xp is
injective and acts by generalized compacts [KS16, Definition 3.1]. The family
KX : tKpXq , Xp qup,qPP
forms in a natural way a C  -precategory. Regularity of X implies that KX has also
the structure of right tensoring. Namely, for any r P P we have linear maps b1r :
KpXq , Xp q Ñ KpXqr , Xpr q, p, q P P , where

pT b 1r qpxyq : pT xqy
x P Xq , y P Xr , T P KpXq , Xp q
For q  e, b1r is defined by using the identification KpXq , Xp q  Xp .

and q  e.
have the following relations

pT b 1r q  pT q b 1r ,

pT b 1r q b 1sq  T b 1rs,
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We

pT b 1r qpS b 1r q  pT S q b 1r , T P KpXp, Xq q, S P KpXs, Xpq.
We call the pair pKX , tb1r urPP q the right tensor C  -precategory associated to X [KS16,
Definition 3.4].

Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 3.8 in [KS16]). Let X be a regular product system over a semigroup P of Ore type and let GpP q be the enveloping group of P . For every ιppqιpq q1 P
GpP q we define
Bιppqιpqq1 : Ý
lim
ÝÑKpXqr , Xpr q

to be the Banach space direct limit of the directed system ptKpXqr , Xpr qurPP , tb1s usPP q.
The family BX  tBg ugPGpP q with operations inherited from KX is Fell bundle over GpP q
and we have a canonical isomorphism
OX

 C pBX q  C ptBg ugPGpP qq

where C  pBX q is the cross-sectional C  -algebra. Moreover,

Ñ OX is injective;
OX has a natural grading tpOX qg ugPGpP q over GpP q where
pOX qg  spantjX pxqjX pyq : x P Xp, y P Xq , ιppqιpqq1  gu;

i) the universal representation jX : X
ii)

(21)

iii) for any injective covariant representation ψ of X the integrated representation
Πψ of OX is isometric on every subspace pOX qg , g P GpP q, and hence it is an
isomorphism on the C  -subalgebra pOX qe of OX .
Remark 5.2. The paper [KS16] was posted on arXiv at the end of 2013 (arXiv:1312.7472).
At the beginning of 2015 (arXiv:1502.07768) the paper [AM15] was posted, where the
authors independently obtained a similar description of the algebra OX , under the additional assumption that homomorphisms defining left actions on the fibers Xp are nondegenerate.
The above theorem is a powerful tool for studying the structure of the algebra OX .
It also allows us to define a reduced version of the algebra OX , see [KS16, Remark 3.9].
Definition 5.3 ([KS16]). The reduced Cuntz-Pimsner algebra of the regular product
system X is the reduced cross-sectional C  -algebra
r
: Cr pBX q
OX

of the Fell bundle BX

5.2

 tBg ugPGpP q constructed in Theorem 5.1.

Topological freeness for product systems

Rieffel proved that if X is a Morita-Rieffel Hilbert A-B-bimodule, then the induced
p Ñ A
p between the
representation functor factorises to a homeomorphism rX -Inds : B
spectra of algebras A and B, see, for instance, [RW98]. If X is an arbitrary Hilbert
bimodule over A, then the spaces xX, X yA i A xX, X y are ideals in A and we may treat
X as an equivalence xX, X yA -A xX, X y-bimodule. Accordingly, we may treat rX -Inds :
{
p The results of [Kwa14] can be
xX,
X yA Ñ A x{
X, X y as a partial homeomorphism of A.
summarized as follows:
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Theorem 5.4 ([Kwa14]). Let X be a Hilbert bimodule over A and let rX -Inds be the
p
dual partial homeomorphism of A.
i) If rX -Inds is topologically free, then every non-zero ideal I in A
intersection with A (A detects the ideals in A X Z).

XZ

has a non-zero

ii) If rX -Inds is free, then J ÞÑ J{
X A is a bijection between the ideals in A X Z and
p (A separates the ideals A X Z, equivalentely
open rX -Inds-invariant subsets of A
every ideal in A X Z is T-invariant).
iii) If X -Ind is topologically free and minimal, then A

X

Z is simple.

Remark 5.5. In light of recent results of [KM], see [KM, Theorems 9.11, 9.12, 9.14], if
A is separable or contains an essential ideal of Type I, then the implications in items i),
ii), iii) are in fact equivalences.
The proof of Theorem 5.4, see [Kwa14], is written in the language of Fell bundles
(over Z). Therefore with a bit of work it can be generalized to the case of arbitrary
Fell bundles over a discrete group G. This was done in [AA]. In [KS16] the authors
undertook a more ambitious project, the aim of which was to prove analogous theorem
for product systems over semigroups.
The very first problem is a definition of the object dual to a single C  -correspondence.
In [KS16] it was solved by introducing a notion of a multivalued function dual to a
homomorphism. Let α : A Ñ B be a homomorphism between two C  -algebras. A
pÑA
p given by
p:B
multifunction dual to α [KS16, Definition 4.1] is the multifunction α
the formula
p : π A ¤ πB  α u ,
pprπB sq : trπA s P A
α
πB P IrrpB q.
(22)

If X is a regular C  -correspondence over A, that is if the left action is given by an injective
homomorphism φ : A Ñ KpX q, then treating X as an equivalence KpX q-xX, X yA {
bimodule we have a homeomorphism rX -Inds : x{
X, X yA Ñ K
pX q and a multifunction

{
p
p
p
φ : KpX q Ñ A. The multifunction X dual to the C -correspondence X [KS16, Definition
4.4] is the composition of multifunctions
p  rX -Inds.
p : φ
X

Remark 5.6. Definition of a dual to a homomorphism α : A Ñ B can be improved
by taking into account in (22) the multiplicities of subrepresentations πA of πB  α.
That would lead to a notion of a dual graph (in place of a dual multifunction). The
habilitant is currently working with Eduard Ortega and Toke Carlsen on elaboration of
such a theory of dual graphs for single C  -correspondences. Nonetheless, the concept of
multifunction already gives sharp results in a number of examples. Moreover, for product
systems the condition we are about to introduce is already sufficiently complicated even
for multifunctions.
Let X

 pPP Xp be a product system over P .
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p : t X
pp upPP of multifunctions
Definition 5.7 (Definicja 4.8 w [KS16]). The family X

dual to C -correspondences Xp , p P P , is called the semigroup dual to the regular product
system X (this family indeed forms a semigroup with composition of multifunctions).

Only beacuse of Remark 5.6, we call the following analogue of topological freeness
for X the topological aperiodicity.
Definition 5.8 (Definition 5.3 in [KS16]). We say that a regular product system X,
pp upPP , is topologically aperiodic if for each nonempty open set
or the dual semigroup tX
p each finite set F  P and element q P P such that ιpq q  ιppq for p P F , there
U  A,
exists a rπ s P U such that for some enumeration of elements of F  tp1 , ..., pn u and some
elements s1 , ..., sn P P with q ¤ s1 ¤ ... ¤ sn and pi ¤ si we have

rπs R Xpq s pXpp1 s prπsqq
1

i

1

i

i

for all i  1, ..., n.

(23)

Remark 5.9. In particular cases the above condition can be considerably simplified,
see [KS16, Proposition 5.5]. For instance, if tX bn unPN is a product system arising from
a single regular C  -correspondence X, the topological aperiodicity is equivalent to the
condition that for each n ¡ 0 the set
Fn

 trπs P Ap : π P Xp nprπsqu

has empty interior.
Theorem 5.10 (Theorem 5.6 in [KS16]). Let X be a regular product system and let
r
be the canonical epimorphism (the regular representation). If X is
Λ : OX Ñ OX
topologically aperiodic, then for every injective covariant representation ψ of X there
r
exists an epimorphism πψ : C  pψ pX qq Ñ OX
such that the diagram
OX

/

C  pψ pX qq

πψ

9

/

r
OX

(24)

Λ

commutes. In particular, if Λ is an isomorphism which holds automatically, for instance,
when the group GpP q is amenable, then
OX

 C pψpX qq

for every injective covariant representation ψ of the product system X.
Theorem 5.11 (Theorem 5.10 in [KS16]). Suppose that X is a regular topologically
r
aperiodic product system. The algebra OX
is simple if and only if X is minimal, in the
sense that for every J  A we have

@pPP ta P A : xXp, aXpyp  J u  J
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ùñ

J

 t0u

or J

 A.

5.3

Applications and examples

Let B  tBg ugPG be a Fell bundle over an arbitrary discrete group G. Suppose that B
is saturated, that is Bg Bg1  Be for every g P G. Then every fiber Bg is in a natural
way an equivalence bimodule over A  Be . We may treat B as a product system over
P : G. The semigroup dual to the so-understood system coincides with the dual group
pg ugPG of homeomorphisms of A
p induced by the bimodules Bg : B
pg  rBg -Inds,
Bp  tB
p We recall
g P G. Topological aperiodicity of B coincides with topological freeness of B.
p
that the group action B is topologically free, if for every finite F  Gzteu the union of
pg , g P F , has empty interior, cf. [AS93]. This gives the following result,
fixed points for B
cf. [KS16, Corollary 6.5].
Theorem 5.12. Let tBg ugPG be a saturated Fell bundle over a discrete group G and let
Λ : C  pB q Ñ Cr pB q be the canonical epimorphism (the regular representation).
pg ugPG is topologically free, then for every ideal I in C  pB q such that
i) If the action tB
I X Be  t0u we have I  ker Λ.
pg ugPG is topologically free and has no nontrivial open invariant sets,
ii) If the action tB

then the C -algebra Cr ptBg ugPG q is simple.

Remark 5.13. If α : G Ñ AutpAq is a group action Bα : tEαg1 ugPG is the associated
Fell bundle, then C  pBα q  A α G and Cr pBα q  A rα G. Hence Theorem 5.12 implies
the results of Archbold and Spielberg [AS93] for classical crossed products. Twisting
multiplication in Bα we may apply Theorem 5.12 to twisted crossed products, which
already gives a new application.


Remark 5.14. More generaly we may consider a regular product system X  pPP Xp
over a semigroup P of Ore type such that every fiber Xp , p P P is a Hilbert bimodule over
A : Xe . Let BX  tBg ugPGpP q be the associated Fell bundle constructed in Theorem
pg ugPGpP q on A
pB
xe it is shown in [KS16,
5.1. By describing the dual (partial) action tB
pg ugPGpP q implies topological aperiodicity
Proposition 6.4] that topological freeness of tB
of X. Thus, in this case topological aperiodicity is (at least formally) a weaker condition.
5.3.1

Twisted crossed products by semigroups of endomorphisms

Let α : P Ñ EndpAq be an action of a semigroup P by extendible endomorphisms
of A and let ω be a T-valued cocycle over P , that is ω : P  P Ñ T is such that
ω pp, q qω ppq, rq  ω pp, qrqω pq, rq for p, q, r P P . Fowler in [Fow02, Definicja 3.1] associated to the quadruple pA, α, P, ω q the twisted semigroup crossed product A α,ω P . It
is the C  -algebra generated by tiA paqiP psq : a P A, s P P u, where piA , iP q is a universal representation of pA, P, α, ω q, so that iA : A Ñ A α,ω P is a homomorphism and
tiP ppq : p P P u are isometries in M pA α,ω P q such that
iP ppqiP pq q  ω pp, q qiP ppq q

iP ppqiA paqiP ppq

 iApαppaqq,
for all p, q P P and a P A. The family of C  -correspondences tEα upPP form in a natural
and

p

way a product system over the semigroup P op opposite to P . Fowler proved in [Fow02,
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Proposition 3.4] that 
twisting multiplication in this product by the cocycle ω we get a
product system X  pPP op Xp such that
A

α,ω

P

 OX .

The system X is regular if and only if every endomorphism αp is injective (this is also
a necessary condition for the homomorphism iA to be injective). Let us assume that
every endomorphism αp is injective and that P op is an Ore semigroup. The results of
[KS16] imply that under these assumptions A α,ω P has good properties. In particular,
A embeds into A α,ω P and we may define the reduced twisted semigroup crossed product
A rα,ω P :
r
A rα,ω P : OX
.
p  tX
xp upPP op with the semigroup of multifunctions tα
xp upPP op
Identifying the dual group X
dual to endomorphisms αp , p P P , cf. [KS16, Lemma 6.7], Theorem 5.10 gives completely
new results for semigroup crossed products, cf. [KS16, Proposition 6.9].

5.3.2

Topological P -graphs

The notion of a topological graph of higher rank [Yee07] can be readily generalized to a
notion of a topological P -graph, see [KS16, Definition 6.14]: instead of the semigroup Nk
the authors of [KS16] consider an arbitrary semigroup P of Ore type. Thus a topological
P -graph is a pair pΛ, dq where the “space of paths” Λ is a small category equipped with
a topology of a locally compact Hausdorff space such that composition of morphisms
is continuous and open, the target map r is continuous and the source map s is a
local homeomorphism. The path length map d : Λ Ñ P is a continuous functor which
satisfies a factorisation
rule for paths. In [KS16, Subsection 6.4] a natural product

system X  pPP Xp is associated to pΛ, dq and characterisation of regularity of X is
given. This leads to the notion of a regular topological P -graph pΛ, dq. For such pΛ, dq
r
the algebras C  pΛ, dq and Cr pΛ, dq are defined as OX and OX
, respectively. When
k


P  N , the algebra C pΛ, dq coincides with the C -algebra of the topological higherrank graph [Yee07]. Topological aperiodicity and minimality of X are characterised in
terms of pΛ, dq in [KS16, Proposition 6.17].
In the case P  Nk topological aperiodicity of pΛ, dq is easier to verify, but also
it is a stronger condition than aperiodicity introduced in [Yee07]; the reason for this
is explained in Remark 5.6. In the case when the target map r is injective, the two
conditions do coincide. In this case C  pΛ, dq can be interpreted as a semigroup crossed
product by transfer operators. In particular, if P  N and r  id, then C  pΛ, dq is
isomorphic to Exel crossed product, where the transfer operator corresponds to the local
homeomorphism s. Then topological aperiodicity is equivalent to topological freeness of
the map s [KS16, Example 6.13].
5.3.3

Cuntz algebra QN

The so-called new Cuntz algebra QN associated to the ”ax b”-semigroup over N, introduced in [Cun08], can be realized as a semigroup crossed product of Exel’s type, where
P  N is a multiplicative semigroup and the coefficient algebra is C pTq, [HLS12]. By a
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direct analysis Cuntz showed that QN is simple and purely infinite. Corollary 5.11 gives
simplicity of QN in a natural immediate way. Corollary 5.11 was used in [HSS] to prove
simplicity of a twisted version of the algebra QN .

6

Ideal structure and pure infiniteness of C -algebras
associated to Fell bundles

Kirchberg-Philips classification [Kir00], [Phi00] of simple purely infinite C  -algebras gave
a strong impulse for research related with classification program of C  -algebras and in
particular non-simple purely infinite C  -algebras. Additional impetus was given by
a discovery of relationships between pure infiniteness and boundary and paradoxical
actions [LS96], [JR00], [RS12]. In this section, based on the results of [KS17], we clarify
these relationships and present pure infiniteness criteria which may be applied to C  algebras considered in previous sections.
More specifically, the dilation of product systems to Fell bundles described in Theorem 5.1 is a strong tool allowing to study the semigroup version of Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
as a cross-sectional C  -algebra of a Fell bundle. It is important as the theory of Fell bundles over discrete groups is well developed [Exel]. We recall that such C  -algebras model
in a direct way twisted versions of classical crossed products, cf. Remark 5.13, and also
versions for such crossed products for partial actions. In this section we complement the
theory of Fell bundles with general statements describing the ideal structure, including
primitive ideal space (Theorem 6.4), and pure infiniteness criteria (Theorems 6.6, 6.10)
for the reduced cross-sectional C  -algebras. This, in particular, gives a full set of tools
to study the C  -algebras associated with product systems.
It should be emphasized that already for classical crossed products by group actions
the relationships between the known criteria for pure infiniteness [LS96], [JR00], [RS12]
were not completely understood. In [KS17] these criteria are not only generalized to
Fell bundles, but in fact they are unified and improved – weakened (cf. Remarks 6.8,
6.11). In particular, the aforementioned relationships are clarified. The achieved results
are optimal, for instance, when applied to graph algebras (Remarks 6.5, 6.12) and they
lead to completely new results for semigroup crossed products (subsection 6.2.1).

6.1

Ideal structure of Cr pB q

Let B  tBg ugPG be a Fell bundle over a discrete group G. An ideal in the Fell bundle B
is a family J  tJg ugPG where Jg is a closed linear subspace of Bg such that Jg Bg  Jg
and Bg Jg  Jg for every g P G. Let
IdealB pBe q : tI

 Be : Bg IBg  I, g P Gu
be the lattice of B-invariant ideals in Be . If J  tJg ugPG is an ideal in B then Je P
IdealB pBe q. Conversely, if I P IdealB pBe q then putting Jg  Bg I for every g P G, the
À
family J : tJg ugPG is an ideal in B. Furthermore, we then have that J : gPG Jg 
Cr pJ q is an ideal in Cr pB q generated by I and I  A X J (we call ideal J a graded
1
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ideal ). Accordingly, we have an embedding
IdealB pBe q ãÑ IdealpCr pB qq,
which is an isomorphism if and only if Be separates the ideals in Cr pB q (equivalently,
every ideal in Cr pB q is graded). Generalizing the work of Sierakowski [Sie10] for classical
crossed products we also have the following equivalence, see [AA, Theorem 3.19], [KS17,
Twierdzenie 3.12] (the manuscript [AA], arXive:1503.07094, appeared on arXive just
before the end of work [KS17], arXiv:1505.05202, with independently achieved identical
preliminary results, which led to a reformulation of Section 3 in [KS17]):
Be separates the ideals in Cr pB q
IdealB pBe q  IdealpCr pB qq

ðñ

B is exact and has the
residual intersection property

We say that B has the intersection property if Be detects ideals in Cr pB q, that is when
every non-zero ideal in Cr pB q has a non-zero intersection with Be . We say that B has
the residual intersection property, if every quotient Fell bundle B {J has the intersection
property for every ideal J in B. For any ideal J in B we have a natural sequence
r
r
0 ÝÑ Cr pJ q ÝÑ
Cr pB q ÝÑ
Cr pB {J q ÝÑ 0.

ι

κ

We say that B is exact if for every ideal J in B the above sequence is exact. If G is exact
then every Fell bundle B over G is exact. Finding general efficient criteria for exactness
of B requires further research. It is shown in [KS17, Proposition 3.7] that B is exact if
and only if every Fourier ideal4 J in Cr pB q is a graded ideal. Also B is exact, when it is
amenable, that is when C  pB q  Cr pB q.
Let us now discuss conditions implying the residual intersection property.
In the case when B is saturated, Theorem 5.12 implies that B has the intersection
pg ugPG on B
xe is topologically free. For arbitrary
proprety if the dual dynamical system tB
Fell bundles this result was generalized in [AA]. This leads to a dynamical description of
pg ugPG is residually topologically free, i.e every restriction
ideal in Cr pB q assuming that tB
pg ugPG to a closed invariant set if topologically free, cf. [KS17, Corollary 3.23].
of tB
The authors of [KS17] proposed a different condition which apart from the intersection property also gives some control over the positive elements of the Cr pB q. This is
important in the study of pure infiniteness. For group actions an analogues condition appears in the work of Kishimoto [Kis81], Olesen and Pedersen [OP82], and in the context
of C  -correspondences in [MS00, Definition 5.1].
Definition 6.1 (Definition 4.1 in [KS17]). A Fell bundle B  tBg ugPG is aperiodic if for
each bt P Bt , t P Gzteu, and every non-zero hereditary subalgebra D of Be
inf t}abg a} : a P D , }a}  1u  0.
We say that B is residually aperiodic if B {J is aperiodic for any ideal J in B.
4

(25)

i.e. an ideal which is invariant under the projections from Cr pB q onto the subspaces Bg , g P G
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Remark 6.2. While writing the paper [KS17] the relationship between aperiodicity
and topological freeness for Fell bundles was not completely clear. Results of Olesen
and Pedersen [OP82] suggest that these concepts should be equivalent, at least in the
separable case. This problem has become the starting point of the article [KM], where
an in-depth analysis of the relationships between various non-triviality conditions for
Fell bundles has been carried out. Among other things, it is shown in [KM] that if Be is
separable or if it contains an essential ideal of Type I then
the bundle B is aperiodic

ðñ

pg ugPG is topologically free.
the dual system tB

Moreover, these equivalent conditions are also equivalent to intersection property for B
when G  Z or G  Zn where n is a square free number.
Remark 6.3. When Be is noncommutative, aperiodicity is sometimes easier to verify
than topological freeness, cf. [KS17, Proposition 7.3]. Moreover, we have the following
implication, cf. [KS17, Corollary 4.4], [Kwa16, Proposition 2.42]:
the bundle B is aperiodic

ùñ

for every b P Cr pB q zt0u there is a P Be zt0u
such a À b (a preceds b in Cuntz sense).

(26)

The consequent of the above implication implies that B has the intersection property.
pg ugPG is a partial dynamical system
Let B be a Fell bundle. The dual system tB
xe Q rπ s Ñ ker π P PrimpBe q
(it consists of partial homeomorphisms). It projects via B
qg ugPG on the space of primitive ideals PrimpBe q, cf.
to a partial dynamical system tB
qg ugPG
[KS17, Proposition 3.16]. The orbit Gx of a point x P PrimpBe q with respect to tB
is defined in the obvious way, cf. [KS17, Definition 2.4]. The quasi-orbit Opxq is by
definition an equivalence class of x with respect to the relation  given by the formula

xy

ðñ

Gx  Gy.

We denote by OpPrimpBe qq the space of quasi-orbits Ω{  equipped with quotient topology. The following description of the primitive ideal space is a generalization of classical
results for crossed products, cf. [Gre78, Section 5].
Theorem 6.4 (Theorem 6.8 in [KS17]). Let B be an exact Fell bundle. Suppose that
B has the residual intersection property, which holds for instance if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) the system

ptDp g ugPG, tphg ugPGq dual to B is residually topologically free,

(ii) B is residually aperiodic.
Then the map I pCr pB qq Q J Ñ J X Be P I B pBe q is a lattice isomorphism. If additionally
B is separable, then the isomorphism IdealB pBe q  IdealpCr pB qq induces homeomorphism
PrimpCr pB qq  OpPrimpBe qq.
Remark 6.5. The above theorem was applied to graph algebras. This gives description
of the primitive ideal space PrimpC  pE qq when E satisfies condition pK q, see [KS17,
Corollary 7.8]. Such description was originally obtained using different methods in
[BHRS02].
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6.2

Pure infiniteness of Cr pB q

As noted in (26), aperiodicity of a Fell bundle B gives a certain control over elements
in Cr pB q zt0u. Nevertheless, in general it may happen that a À b where a is properly
infinite and yet b is finite. Such a situation can not occur, e.g., when a is a projection or
when Cr pB q simple. Therefore, in the following theorem we need assumptions implying
that “the ratio of ideals in Cr pB q to projections in Be is small”. One of the conditions
that guarantees this is the ideal property, see page 15.
The following criterion of pure infiniteness is a generalization of the corresponding
result for partially reversible endomorphisms, cf. [Kwa16, Proposition 2.46].
Theorem 6.6 (Theorem 4.10 in [KS17]). Suppose that B  tBg ugPG is an exact, residually aperiodic Fell bundle such that either Be has the ideal property or IdealB pBe q is
finite. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Every non-zero positive element in Be is properly infinite in Cr pB q.
(ii) Cr pB q is purely infinite.
(iii) Every non-zero hereditary C  -subalgebra in any quotient Cr pB q contains an infinite
projection.
If Be is of real rank zero, then each of the above conditions is equivalent to
(i’) Every non-zero projection in Be is properly infinite in Cr pB q.

By virtue of Theorem 6.6, in order to get a pure infiniteness criterion for Cr pB q
it suffices to find conditions implying that elements in Be zt0u are properly infinite in
Cr pB q. The analogues of (properly and residually) infinite elements for Fell bundles are
defined in [KS17, Definition 5.1].

 tBg ugPG be a Fell bundle.
We call a P Be zt0u B-infinite if there is b P Be zt0u such that for each ε ¡ 0 there
are n, m P N and ti P G, ai P aBt for i  1, . . . , n m such that

Definition 6.7 ([KS17]). Let B
1.

i

a ε

n
¸



a a ,
i

i

b ε

i 1

n¸
m



ai ai

oraz ai aj

ε{ maxtn ,m u 0
2

2

for i  j.

We call a P A zt0u residually B-infinite if a
J  tJg ugPG in B with a R Je .

Je is B {J -infinite for every ideal

2. We call a P Be zt0u B-paradoxical if for each ε ¡ 0 there are n, m P N and ai
ti P G for i  1, . . . , n m such that
a ε

n
¸



i 1

(27)

i n 1

ai ai ,

a ε

n¸
m



ai ai

and ai aj

ε{ maxtn ,m u 0
2

2

for i  j.

P aBt ,
i

(28)

i n 1

We say that a P Be zt0u is strictly B-infinite (resp. strictly B-paradoxical ) when condition (27) (resp. (28)) holds with ε  0.
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Remark 6.8. Let B  `gPG Bg be an arbitrary graded C  -algebra with gradation given
by a Fell bundle B  tBg ugPG . One can show, see [KS17, Proposition 5.3], that if a P
Be zt0u is B-infinite, then it is infinite in B, and if a is B-paradoxical, then a is properly
infinite in B. By Remark 1.2, if additionally Be separates the ideals in B, then every
residually B-infinite element is properly infinite in B. Hence both paradoxicality as well
as residual infiniteness can be used to establish proper infiniteness of the corresponding
elements. However paradoxicality is a stronger condition than residual B-infiniteness:
a jest B-paradoxical ùñ a is residuallyB-infinite,

(29)

and in general it is much easier to verify the latter condition.
Examples 6.9. Let α : G Ñ AutpAq be a group action on a commutative C  -algebra
A  C0 pΩq. Let Bα : tEαg1 ugPG be the associated Fell bundle and let θ  tθg ugPG :
G Ñ HomeopΩq be the action dual to α. An element a P A zt0u is strictly Bα paradoxical if and only if the set
V

 tx P Ω : apxq ¡ 0u

is θ-paradoxical [BT24], [RS12], that is there are open sets V1 , ..., Vn
t1 , ..., tn m P G, such that
V



n
¤



Vi



i 1

n¤
m



Vi ,

m

and elements

θti pVi q  V and θti pVti q X θtj pVtj q  H for every i  j.

i n

The element a is strictly Bα -infinite if and only if the set V  tx P Ω : apxq ¡ 0u
is θ-infinite in the sense that there are open sets V1 , ..., Vn and elements t1 , ..., tn P G,
n ¥ 1, such that
V



n
¤



i 1

Vi ,

n
¤



θti pVi q  V and θti pVti q X θtj pVtj q  H for every i  j.

i 1

In the forthcoming theorem the equivalence of positive elements in Cr pB q should be
understood in Cuntz sense: elements a, b P Cr pB q are equivalent, if a À b and b À a in
Cr pB q.
Theorem 6.10 (Theorem 5.13 in [KS17]). Suppose that B  tBg ugPG is an exact,
residually aperiodic Fell bundle and one of the following conditions holds:
(i) Be has the ideal property and every element in Be
B-infinite element;

zt0u is equivalent to a residually

(i’) Be is of real rank zero and every non-zero projection in Be is Cuntz equivalent to
a residually B-infinite element;
(ii) | IdealB pBe q|
8 and every element in Be
infinite element;
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zt0u is equivalent to a residually B-

(ii’) B is minimal, i.e. | IdealB pBe q|  2, and every element in Be
a B-infinite element.

zt0u is equivalent to

Then Cr pB q has the ideal property and is purely infinite.
Remark 6.11. Rørdam and Sierakowski [RS12] considered paradoxical actions on totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff spaces. For such actions condition (i’) in
Theorem 6.10 holds. In fact, in light of (29), Theorem 6.10 gives a stronger result than
[RS12, Corollary 4.4]. Jolissaint and Robertson [JR00] introduced the notion of n-filling
actions on a not necessarily commutative C  -algebra A with unit. Any such action α is
automatically minimal and every element in A zt0u is residually Bα -infinite, see [KS17,
Lemma 5.12]. Hence [JR00, Theorem 1.2] and [LS96, Theorem 5] follow from Theorem
6.10, as condition (ii’) is satisfied.
Remark 6.12. It is shown in [KS17, Theorem 7.9] that Theorem 6.10 applied to graph
algebras is sharp. More specifically, a graph algebra C  pE q is purely infinite if and only
if the corresponding Fell bundle BE  tBn unPZ is residually aperiodic and condition (i’)
in Theorem 6.10 holds.
6.2.1

Applications to semigroup crossed products

The aforementioned results were applied in [KS17, Section 8] to crossed products associated with semigroup systems pA, G , α, Lq, where G is a positive cone in a totally
ordered group G and for every t P G , pA, αt , Lt q is a regular Exel system with αt pAq
being a corner in A. As shown in [KS17, Proposition 8.3, 8.5] one can view such systems in a number of different but equivalent ways. They can be identified with: the
semigroup of endomorphisms α, the semigroup of transfer operators, or an interaction
group V. Any such system gives rise to a Fell bundle over G and it is shown that the
cross-sectional algebra of this bundle denoted by A α,L G is universal with respect to
the corresponding representations of α, L, or V, see [KS17, Theorem 8.10]. Hence the
algebra A α,L G can be viewed as a crossed product associated with any of the aforementioned stuctures. In particular, A α,L G coincides with the semigroup version of
Exel’s crossed product studied by Larsen in [Lar10], see [KS17, Corollary 8.12]. When A
is unital, A α,L G coincides with the crossed product studied in [KL09]. Theorems 6.4
and 6.10 can be translated in a natural way to the language of the system pA, G , α, Lq,
see [KS17, Theorems 8.17, 8.22]. The so obtained criterion of pure infiniteness for crossed
products by endomorphisms imply the main result of [OP14], see [KS17, Remark 8.23].

IV) Description of other results of scientific research
List of the remaining publications (in chronological order):
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2. [KK02] A. K. Kwaśniewski, B. K. Kwaśniewski, On trigonometric-like decompositions of functions with respect to the cyclic group of order n, J. of Applied Analysis,
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14. [KL] B. K. Kwaśniewski, N. S. Larsen, Nica-Toeplitz algebras associated with right
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The first papers - special functions
Already as a student the habilitant co-authored the papers [KK01], [KK02] related to
q-extended versions of special polynomials and hyperbolic functions. In [KK01] the
authors introduce a family of α-projections tΠαk ukPZn and study the corresponding decompositions of certain functions and formal series. For the exponential function such
a decomposition gives α-hyperbolic functions of higher order thαk ukPZn and generalized
de Moivre’s formulas. Analysis of functions thαq,k ukPZn forming the decomposition of the
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q-extension expq of the exponential function leads to a generalization of a number of
formulas with combinatorial meaning. The paper [KK02] is focused on a detailed analysis of the functions thαq,k ukPZn in the case when α  1, also from the point of view of
q-difference equations.

PhD thesis - spectral analysis of functional operators
In the PhD thesis [Kwa09] the habilitant studied certain classes of functional operators,
including weighted composition operators, i.e. operators of the form
aT f pxq  apxqf pϕpxqq,

f

P F pX q,

(30)

where F pX q is a certain space of functions, ϕ : X Ñ X is a map and apxq is a number
valued function. For instance, if F pX q  Lp pX q where X is a compact Hausdorff space
with a probability measure, a P A : C pX q and ϕ is a measure preserving measure,
then T is an invertible isometry and T AT 1  A, that is the map a ÞÝÑ T aT 1 is an
automorphism of A. The spectrum of operators satisfying the latter relations is described
in [AL94]. Continuing this line of research in [Kwa09] the habilitant elaborated a theory
of abstract weighted shift operators. These are operators of the form aT acting on a
complex Banach space E such that:
1) T P B pE q is a partial isometry in the sense of [Mbe04], i.e. T is a contraction for
there exists a contraction S such that T ST  T and ST S  S;5
2) a is an element of a commutative Banach algebra A  B pE q containing 1 P B pE q;
3) We have T AS

 A and ST P A1.

The above axioms imply that the map a ÞÝÑ T aS is an endomorphism of the Banacha
algebra A. The endomorphism α induces the dual partial mapping ϕ on the Gelfand
spectrum X of A. The objective of [Kwa09] is description of spectral properties aT ,
a P A, in terms of ergodic properties irreversible dynamical system pX, ϕq. It is shown
that if A is a functional algebra, then the spectral radius rpaT q is given by a variational
principle - maximum over geometric means of |a| with respect to ergodic measures for
pX, ϕq. Assuming that A  C pX q the set |σpaT q|  t|λ| : λ P σpaT qu is described
in terms of variational principles on ϕ-invariant closed subsets of X. If in addition
ϕ is topologically free and E is a Hilbert space or aT acts on Lp spaces, then the
spectrum σ paT q has a circular symmetry. This gives a complete description of the
spectrum σ paT q in terms of pX, ϕq. Moreover, if X has no isolated points then σ paT q
coincides with the essential spectrum σess paT q. Amongst the concrete examples discussed
in detail are: operators generating the family of logistic maps, Markov shifts, expansive
endomorphisms and homeomorphisms of the circle. These results have not yet been
published in the form of articles.
r ϕ
rq
An important new tool in [Kwa09] is a construction of a reversible extension pX,
r
rq was
of the initial irreversible dynamical system pX, ϕq. The extended system pX, ϕ
α

5

If E is a Hilbert space, then automatically S  T  , in general S is not uniquely determined by T
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obtain by describing the Gelfand spectrum of the commutative Banacha algebra B :
spantS n aT n : a P Au which contains A and satisfies the relations

 B,
of pX, ϕq

T BS

SBT

 B.

A number of concrete examples
was analyzed in [Kwa09]. These systems
include important dynamic objects such as hyperbolic attractors, irreducible continua
and spaces associated with tilings. When A is a C  -algebra acting on a Hilbert space
these results were described in [Kwa12’]. This paper mainly focuses on examples coming
from the family of logistic maps and homeomorphisms of the circle. In the case when ϕ
is a unimodal map with zero Schwarzian and a finite number of fixed points the system
r ϕ
rq is described in [Kwa05’].
pX,

Results generalized in the reported scientific achievement
r of the C  -algebra B 
The main result of [KL08] is a description of the spectrum X

n
n
spantU aU : a P Au where A  C pX q is a commutative C  -algebra acting on a
Hilbert space H and U is a partial isometry such that U AU   A, U  U P Z pAq  A X A1 .
Requirement that U  U P A, implies that the kernel of the endomorphism αpaq  U aU  is
r ϕ
complemented in A. Using this description of pX,
rq, in [Kwa05] the habilitant defined


a C -algebra C pX, ϕq as a partial crossed product [Exel94] associated to the partial
r ϕ
rq. One of the main results of [Kwa05] is the isomorphism theorem,
homeomorphism pX,
which was used in [Kwa09]. The algebra C  pX, ϕq is the particular case of the crossed
product in the sense of Definition 2.5, and Theorem 2.21 is a far reaching generalisation
of the main result of [Kwa05].
The universal reversible J-extension pB, β q of an endomorphism α : A Ñ A, discussed
r ϕ
rq. When A is
on page 12, is a general noncommutative counterpart of the system pX,
unital the system pB, β q described in [Kwa15’]. This description led to the definition of
the crossed product in [KL13].
The authors of [ABL11] studied the crossed product A α,L N where A is a unital

C -algebra and L is a complete transfer operator for α. The semigroup generalization
A α,L G of this crossed product was introduced in [KL09]. One of the main results of
[KL09] is an explicit construction of the Banach -algebra `1 pG, α, Aq whose enveloping
C  -algebra is A α,L G , and the construction of a regular representation. In [KS17],
the construction of A α,L G was generalized to non-unital case. It was also noted that
the structure of the -algebra `1 pG, α, Aq in fact comes from a Fell bundle, cf. page 44.
The article [Kwa12”] discusses a general scheme for uniqueness theorems of the C  algebra defined in terms of generators and relations. Using symmetries in the relations
one can reduce such a theorem to the uniqueness theorem for cross products by Hilbert
bimodules, proved in [Kwa14], see Theorem 5.4. It is shown that the Cuntz-Krieger
uniqueness theorem [CK80] for Cuntz-algebras OA is equivalent to the corresponding
uniqueness theorem for graph algebras. This result was generalized to graph algebras in
[Kwa14’], cf. page 24.
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The remaining scientific achievements
The remaining results are also related with the reported scientific achievement.
Structure of transfer operators: General structure of regular transfer operators
on unital C  -algebras is described in [Kwa12]. It is shown that an endomorphism admits
a complete transfer oprator if and only if ker α is complemented in A and αpAq hereditary
subalgebra of A, cf. Definition 2.8. In the case A is commutative, all transfer operators
are described, and necessary and sufficient conditions for existence a non-zero or a regular
transfer operator are given. For any endomorphism α : B pH q Ñ B pH q all normal
transfer operators are described and also the structure of singular transfer operators
is discussed (an endomorphism α admits singular transfer operators if and only if its
Powers index is 8).
Semigroup crossed products by interactions: In [Kwa14”], the author considered crossed products A V,H G , which generalize crossed products A α,L G [KL09]
to the case where the pairs pVt , Ht q, t P G , are corner interactions, that is when non
of the maps V, H is necessarily multiplicative. One of the results is finding necessary
and sufficient conditions for a representation of pV, Hq so that it integrates to a faithful
representation of A V,H G . Also a notion of topological freeness for the pair pV, Hq
was introduced and a uniqueness theorem for A α,L G was proved.
Non-triviality conditions for Fell bundles: In [KM] the authors collect and
improve a number of strong classical results proved by Kishimoto, Olesen, Pedersen
and Rieffel for discrete group actions on C  -algebras. They concern conditions that are
sufficient and sometimes necessary for the algebra A to detect or separate the ideals in
the reduced crossed product A α,r G. The main achievement of [KM] is generalization of
these theorems to Fell bundles and Hilbert bimodules. In particular, a notion of Connes
spectrum for Fell bundles is introduced and a number of relationships between such
conditions as: aperiodicity, topological freeness, pure infiniteness and Connes spectrum
are established. See Remark 6.2 for a description of some of these results. The Connes
spectrum was used to obtain characterization of aperiodicity, intersection property and
the residual interesection property of Fell bundles. When the underlying group is Z or
Zp for a square free number p, it is show that the cross sectional algebra is simple if and
only if the Fell bundle is minimal and outer. Apart from that effective conditions for
strong pure infiniteness of the C  -algebra Cr pB q are given.
Nica-Toeplitz algebras for right tensor C  -precategories: In [KL], the authors
initiate a study of C  -algebras associated with right tensor C  -categories L over general
semigroups P (for P  N see Definition 4.2). For any ideal K in L a Fock representation
is constructed and the Toeplitz alebra is defined. Under the assumption that P is
a right LCM semigroup (i.e. every two elements in P which have a common (right)
mutliple have a least common multiple ) new relations coming from Fock representation
were identified. This leads to a definition of the Nica-Toeplitz algebra N T L pKq and
the reduced Nica-Toeplitz algebra N T rL pKq. The authors of [KL] give necessary and
sufficient conditions for N T L pKq and N T rL pKq to coincide. The main result of [KL]
is a uniqueness theorem in the spirit of the classical Coburn theorem. It generalizes
all known to the authors results of this type. In particular, this clarifies relationships
between uniqueness theorems for C  -algebras associated to single C  -correspondences,
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positive cones in quasi-lattice ordered groups and semigroup crossed products twisted
by product system obtained previously by Fowler, Laca and Raeburn.
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